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ABSTRACT

A PARENT INFORMATION GUIDE FOR ASSISTING THEIR CHILD
WITH THE TRANSITION TO HIGH SCHOOL

By
Wendi Frank
June 2006

The purpose of this project was to develop a guide for
parents of Eisenhower High School and the various feeder
middle schools in the Yakima School District to help the
eighth graders transitioning from middle school to high
school. The intent of the program was to increase the ninth
grade student's academic and social success by having
parents involved in the transition along with various
transition activities. To accomplish this purpose, a review
of current literature, research and selected programs
related to transitioning middle school students and parent
involvement in the transition, were examined. The
culminating guide was designed and developed for
implementation at Eisenhower High School and will be given

(
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to future freshmen in the Yakima School District, Yakima,
Washington.
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CHAPTER 1

(
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction
Young adolescents face tumultuous changes as they move
Irom mlddle school to high school according to Penelope J.
Fritzer and Paula S. Herbst (1996). Some changes are easier
than others; but more and more students are having an
arduous transition from middle school to high school. These
students are finding that they are not prepared to enter
high school and thus fail as freshmen (Akos
2004, p. 103). Nancy Mizelle

(

&

Galassi,

Judith Irvin (2000) added

&

that typically, parent involvement in their teens schoolrelated activities decreases during the transition because
parents give their adolescent "spacell.
According to Dianna Lindsay (1997), when students
start as freshmen, absenteeism increases and students tend
to get lost during their first week of school. Fritzer and
Herbst (1996) found similar student patterns. Mizelle and
Irvin state similar findings and add a few more. They
state, "The transition to high school has never been more
treacherous and thousands of ninth graders are and have
been painfully failingll

(2000, p. 1). This transition time

is nothing new. It has been happening for generations.
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Adolescents have had a difficult time with the transition
from middle school to high school for years (Reents, 2002).
Many parents try to let students handle the transition and
their freshman year on their own because their presence at
the school embarrasses their child (Leon, 2003). This
contributes to some students falling further and further
behind in their studies causing them to fail their classes,
which inevitably delays their graduation (Mizelle & Irvin,
2000; Fritzer & Herbst, 1996). In addition to these
difficulties, they also experience fear of being teased and
bullied by upperclassmen and they face a large,
impersonal, competitive, grade-oriented environment
(Mizelle

&

Irvin, 2000). Students believe that high school

teachers are stricter than middle school teachers, give
more assignments, and give harder work for students to do
for homework (Mizelle & Irvin, 2000). This not only causes
fear and anxiety but also causes students to start feeling
negative about themselves (Mizelle & Irvin, 2000). This
causes them to rely on their peers for help because not all
of them experience parental involvement in the choices that
they will need to make for their future while in the high
school setting (Mizelle

&

Irvin, 2000).

According to the literature, what these students need
is a variety of programs (noted in Chapter 2) that will
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help them bridge the gap from middle school to high school
as well as parent involvement throughout the process
(Mizelle & Irvin, 2005). This project is designed to assist
parents with helping their child have a smooth and
successful transition from middle school to high school. In
doing so, the guide will provide parents with information
that will help them know what programs their student will
be doing as well as a list of clubs and activities
available for their student during the transition. This
will enable the parents to encourage their student to
become involved during their first year in high school in
order to enhance the likelihood of success.

(
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to develop a guide to
assist parents and teachers from Yakima middle schools
involved in transitioning to ninth grade Yakima high
schools. It is specifically intended for use at Eisenhower
High School in Yakima, WA along with the seven middle
schools that send their students to Eisenhower High School.
The targeted middle schools are: Wilson Middle School,
Washington Middle School, Lewis

&

Clark Middle School,

Franklin Middle School, Discovery Lab School, Union Gap

(

School, Saint Joseph Marquette School, and Saint Paul
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School. The intent of this guide is to increase ninth grade
student academic and social success at Eisenhower High
School through involvement of the parents with the various
transition activities already in place at Eisenhower.
To accomplish this purpose, a review of current
literature, research of selected programs related to the
transitioning of middle school students and parent
involvement in the middle schools to high school transition
were studied. A guide was designed and developed for
implementation at Eisenhower High School in the Yakima
School District, Yakima, WA.

Significance of the Project
To begin this guide, the author, a Business Education
teacher at Eisenhower High School for eight years, noted
that freshmen students transitioning to high school and not
having success in their transition, manifested the same
issues described in the research.
Students were observed skipping school (Gibson, 2003).
Their grades dropped and this pattern followed them into
their 10th grade year (Campbell, 2001). Grade point averages
suffered which caused them not to get into certain post
high school programs. This caused discouragement and
eventually led to an increased dropout rate (Fritzer &
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Herbst, 1996). According to Hugh Campbell (2001), students
who "enter high school lack the skills necessary for
successll (p. 36). That is one of the reasons why they drop
out of school. These students are one to three years behind
their classmates because they are missing some of the basic
elements necessary for high school (Campbell, 2001). Some
of these basic elements are academic structure, social
skills, and study skills. This causes frustration
compounded with the increased workload.
From 1995 to 2002 this pattern has increased and has
caused the dropout rate of freshmen to increase (Fritzer

&

Herbst, 1996; Reents, 2002). According to Fritzer & Herbst
(1996), approximately 22% of the freshmen repeat ninth
grade and that students drop out during their freshman year
more than any other year (Fritzer

&

Herbst, 1996).

Eisenhower's annual drop out rate for 2004-2005 is the same
as stated above and for the year 2003-2004 it was 38%
(Locke, 2005). Not only is there an increase in the abovementioned activities, but also parents tend to give their
student's "spacell and aren't as involved in their
adolescent's lives as much (Mendoza, 2003; Leon, 2003).
These are life-changing factors and have a serious impact
on the future of these young adolescents.

5

When the author was exploring ideas for research,
Eisenhower High School was going through a School
Improvement Program. As a part of this state mandated
program, several surveys were administered to parents,
students, and faculty. The results of these surveys (Center
for Educational Effectiveness, 2004) were shared with the
faculty at Eisenhower High School. The presented findings
led the author to the realization that there was a specific
need to focus on freshmen transition in order to assist
students to realize success in high school. The findings
also focused on the need to prepare students for the
Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL), which is
administered during their tenth grade year. The importance
of developing a transition guide for parents to help their
child transition from middle school into high school in the
Yakima valley becomes self-evident in light of the No Child
Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2002; Epstein, 2005), increasing
pressures placed on students to successfully negotiate the
social and academic milieu of schools and their changing
demography.

Limitations of the Project
The project has the following limitations:
1. It is a guide for the Yakima School District only.
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2. The grade level of students was limited to incoming
ninth grade students transitioning from seven middle
schools to Eisenhower High School.
3. The majority of the research was limited to the review
of literature from the past 10 years and one from
1957.
4. Research review focused on transition programs with
student success and parental involvement and the
impact of success on their students but did not entail
how to engage the parents to be involved in their
student's lives.

Definition of Terms
"At-Risk" - Students, who live in poverty, have low school
achievement, social ills at home and declining health
(Somers

&

Piliawsky, 2004).

Freshmen Academy - One to five days where freshmen only
attend school to acclimate them to their new school
(Lindsay, 1998).
Freshmen Focus - An advisory class where students learn
study habits, social skills, and all aspects of how to
behave in a high school setting. The educator advises
them throughout the school year regarding classes and
other challenges students may face during the year.
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Similar to some Freshmen Advisory Programs (Galloway

&

Gallenberger, 2000; Eisenhower, 2004)
High School - A school usually housing 9-12 grades
Link Crew - A group of students who assist with the
freshman transition similar to peer mentor.
Middle school - A school usually housing sixth through
eighth grades.
No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB)

(2002) - An Act brought

about by the Bush Administration to ensure that all
children receive a good quality education.
Peer Mentor - Upper level students who are active in extra
curricular clubs, activities, and sports who help
freshmen to become involved in clubs, activities, and
sports (Fritzer & Herbst, 1996; Galloway &
Gallenberger, 1999).
Transition - Transferring to a new school or grade such as
moving from eighth grade to ninth grade (Fritzer &
Herbst, 1996; Newman, et. al., 2000).
Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL)

(1998) -

The test in Washington State used to determine if
schools are making Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP).
Assumptions

For the purpose of this project, the following
assumptions are made about freshmen transition.
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1. Most students have a hard time with the transition
from eighth to ninth grades.
2. Students do better with programs and tutors during
this transition.
3. When there is parent involvement during the
transition, students do better academically.
4. This guide will educate the parents about transition
programs available at Eisenhower High School.
Organization of the Project
This project is organized into five parts. The first
chapter contains a brief introduction, purpose of the
project, significance of the project, limitations of study,
definition of terms, assumptions, and organization of the
project. A review of literature is contained in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes the procedures that were used for the
project. The parent information guide is contained in
Chapter 4.

The summary, conclusion, and recommendations

are reported in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
The review of related research and literature
summarized in Chapter 2 has been organized to address:
1. Difficulties During the Transition Year
2. Graduation Rates/Drop Out Information
3. Parent Involvement and Handbook
4. Transition Programs
5. Summary

Difficu1ties During the Transition Year
Research indicates that ninth graders often experience
serious difficulties during their freshman year in high
school. "Along with peer social pressures, destructive
patterns of behavior surface during this adjustment stage
that include truancy, increased disciplinary actions,
academic failure and non attendance" (Schiller, 1999, p.
216) .

According to Akos

&

Galassi, the transition to high

school in suburban schools cause students to evidence
"declines in academic performance, academic motivation,
self-esteem, extracurricular participation and perceived
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support from school staff as well as increases in daily
hassles" (2004, p. 102). Along with these issues add poor
attendance, decreases in grade point average, discipline
problems and feelings of alienation, and lack of social
acceptance in the new school environment (Newman et al,
2000; Fritzer & Herbst, 1996; Reents, 2002). Mitzel & Irvin
also identify an "increased need for peer friendships" and
how freshmen were "nervous" and "scared" about older
student's teasing them as well as a fear of high school
teachers being more strict and giving large amounts of
difficult work (2000 p. 2). Further, anticipation of
increases of "harder" homework, and the students' need to
study more and take more notes than in middle school, along
with the added stress at the thought of final exams were
contributing factors to transitional dysfunction (Principal
Leadership, 2001). As a result, students had poor
relationships with teachers, which caused family conflict
when the teachers would call home to let the family know
how their student was doing (Newman et al, 2000). Students
also had poor relationships with their parents because
parents were giving their child "space" to become more
independent and the students weren't receptive of parents
getting after them for their behavior in school (Mizelle &
Irvin, 2000; Leon, 2003; Cotton & Wikelund, 2001)

11

Seidman et al.

(1994) observed that urban minority

students are often located in overcrowded classrooms in
larger schools that are filled with red tape. They
hypothesized that their environmental conditions have high
poverty and less space, which intensified the contextual
transition and potentially lead to more detrimental effects
such as a high rate of education failure for urban minority
youth (Siedman et al., 1994).
Utilizing 48 school districts, Alspaugh (1998)
examined student loss of achievement related to school-toschool transitions. The study looked at the elementary to
middle school transition and the middle to high school
transition. Achievement loss was documented in the middle
to high school transition. The loss was greater in students
moving from middle to high school than from a K-8 setting
to high school yet both showed a decrease in achievement
measured on annual exams. The K-8 group experienced a loss
of 4.7% from eighth grade scores to ninth grade testing
scores and the middle school group experienced a loss of
9.7% achievement in ninth grade scores.
In 1996, Fritzer

&

Herbst conducted a study on

transition to and within ninth grade they formed that
freshmen had ~the highest enrollment in high school, about
22% repeat the ninth grade, ninth grader's grade point

12

average is the lowest of all high school grade levels, and
more drop outs leave school from the ninth grade than from
any other levelll (p. 7). They also noted that the ninth
graders who don't drop out miss more classes than students
in other grades, have more referrals for misbehavior, and
earn more failing grades which are usually due to
attendance and discipline problems (Fritzer

&

Herbst,

1996). Additional research indicated that transitional
ninth grade students manifested dispositions that "test
authority, sabotage the progress of their peers, confound
their advocates, and engage in as many risky behaviors as
necessary to blot out the hurt and disappointment in their
livesll (Holland & Mazzoli, 2001, p. 294).
Prior to the 1980's the transition from middle school
to high school was given little notice (Schiller, 1999).
The old notion that transition from middle school to high
school was a "routinized process in which counselors
provide prospective freshmen with information and allocated
them to coursesll has changed (Schiller, 1999, p. 217). As
students transitional difficulties have surfaced and been
more clearly evident, the idea of transition being a simple
visit to a counselor and acquiring a course schedule seems
antiquated and inadequate.
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Hertzog and Morgan (1999) found that the number of
transition activities in a given program to be important.
Their exploration of 95 middle schools to high school
transition programs showed that programs with nine or more
activities had lower dropout rates and significantly fewer
retention problems than those programs with 3 or less
activities (p. 30). The various transition programs are
mentioned on pages 21-29.

Graduation Rates/Drop Out Information
With the decrease in parental involvement along with
other transitional difficulties, students began to fail
classes which eventually led those ftat-risk" to drop out of
high school and/or delayed graduation (Mizelle

&

Irvin,

2000). In the State of Washington, the graduation rates are
determined by the number of cohort students who begin high
school compared to the number of students who actually
receive diplomas. Calculating the number of students
enrolled at a given high school entering the ninth grade
and comparing that number to the students that graduate in
four years, provides the public with an indication of
success rates but also information concerning schools
ability to address disaffected student's needs.
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There are a variety of reasons students don't graduate
from high school. Some choose to drop out of school for a
variety of reasons, finish their schooling without a
regular diploma, or are considered "unknown" because they
are no longer enrolled but are not confirmed transfers or
dropouts

(Bylsma & Ireland, 2004).

Other students just didn't like school, were failing
and/or getting poor grades, or couldn't keep up with
schoolwork. While others didn't get along with teachers
and/or students and/or got involved with gangs or had
disciplinary problems while others didn't fit in or feel
safe at school. Still others got a job or had to help
support their family while some got married or pregnant and
couldn't juggle their home and school life (Bylsma

&

Ireland, 2004).
Schools have attempted to address the issue of keeping
students from dropping out by creating and offering
alternative programs such as credit retrieval program,
Saturday schools, night classes, and "in house" suspension
programs (Holland and Mazzoli, 2001).
According to Bylsma (2004), a total of 21,390 students
dropped out of school in the state of Washington in grades
9-12 during the 2002-2003 school year which was
approximately 5.9% at the sophomore grade level and 8.1%
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(

for seniors. No data was available for freshmen (p. 2). At
Eisenhower High School, the annual drop out rate for 20042005 was 4.7% which included all grades. For the other high
schools in the Yakima School District they are as follows:
Davis High School 12.4% and Stanton Alternative 63.4%
(Locke, 2005).
Parent Involvement and Handbook

Numerous research studies (Lindsay, 1997; Mizelle

&

Irvin, 2000; Akos & Galassi, 2004; Galloway & Gallenberger,
2000; Newman et. al., 2000; Somers

&

Piliawsky, 2004;

Potter et. al., 2001; White-Hood, 2001; Patrikakou, 2004;
Ramirez, 2000, Ramirez, 2001) have shown that parent
involvement in a child's education is critical to that
student's success in the transition from middle school to
high school. Also noted was that with the increased age of
the child, parent involvement declined and even
extinguished. This was especially evident as the student
entered middle school and high school (FPS, 2000).
According to Farmington High School (2000) in
Farmington, MI, several explanations were put forth to
explain this apparent discomfort and lack of involvement.
For parents whose children were enrolled at the secondary
level, it was posited that the standards that today's
students are asked to master are significantly more
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difficult than those standards parents were expected to
meet in school, thus resulting in high levels of parental
anxiety and/or embarrassment, when dealing with student
academic issues and/or educational personnel (Sheldon &
Epstein, 2005; Leon, 2003; Patrikakou, 2004). Parents felt
they were not capable of assisting their teens with their
studies because of their own perceived inadequacies
(Sheldon & Epstein, 2005; Patrikakou, 2004; Ramirez, 2000).
Farmington High School reported that a significant number
of parents stated they felt uncomfortable and insecure in
the school setting (2005, p. 6). It was postulated that
parents may have felt intimidated by those who were more
educated than themselves or did not feel welcomed at school
by staff, nor were they wanted or welcomed by their own
children (Leon, 2003; Patrikakou, 2004).
Because parent involvement has been identified as a
critical factor in student success, it is evident that the
more parents are involved and that involvement is promoted,
the more likely students are to succeed academically
(Lindsay, 1998; Potter et al, 2001). Following a systemic
effort to renew and revamp their parent outreach efforts,
Farmington High School now indicates a 95% parental
involvement in their programs and a correspondent
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graduation rate of 98.2% for the 2000-2001 school year
(FPS, 2000, p. 5).
The work of Mizelle and Irvin (2000) supports the
findings at Farmington High School. They emphasize the
importance of parent involvement as being necessary for
student transitional success and academic achievement by
stating:
"Parent involvement in young adolescent students'
transition from middle to high school is critical when
parents are involved in students' transition to high
school, they tend to stay involved in their child's
high school experiences, students achieve more, are
better adjusted, and are less likely to drop out of
school" (p. 3).
Research indicates that like the parents of high
school students, the middle school parent's role in the
transition of their student from middle to high school is
significant. Several studies concluded that when middle
school parents took an active role in their student's
education their student's transition was more successful
(Sheldon & Epstein, 2005; White-Hood, 2001; Akos & Galassi,
2004; Galloway & Gallenberger, 2000; Somers & Piliawsky,
2004). Because parents can serve as mentors, tutors, and
program coordinators, these same parents were likely
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involved in social programs that help eighth graders moving
into ninth grade (White-Head, 2001).
For students moving between grades in middle school
and from middle school to high school, the "transition was
less disruptive for adolescents whose parents fostered
developmentally appropriate needs associated with
individualism than for adolescents whose parents were
perceived restrictive" according to Newmen, et al. Those
whose parents were restrictive turn to peers for support
and advise (2000, p. 390).
Some of the ways for parents to be involved include:
1.

Educating parents about the school policies and
procedures through handbooks and web sites (Epstein,
2005; Patrikakou, 2004; Ramirez, 2001; Cotton

&

Wikelund, 2001).
2.

Parents are asked to demonstrate a respect and
appreciation for teachers and learning.

3.

Talk positively about school and be involved in it
personally, modeling their own value for education as
a strong recommendation to all parents (Newman, et
al, 2000).
Newman (2000) also noted that educators need to

encourage parents to participate with their children
throughout the remaining four years. When treated with
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respect and as equals in the teaching of their children,
parents were more inclined to help.

Transition Programs
According to Herzog

&

Morgan, schools across the

country are implementing programs to more effectively
address the transition of incoming ninth grade classes.
Approaches vary from school to school depending on
resources and identified need. Smaller schools may have one
to two programs/activities, while others are more
comprehensive, implementing three or more
programs/activities for their incoming freshmen that are
transitioning in the high school (Hertzog

&

Morgan, 1999).

A variety of approaches and activities were suggested
in the literature. Regarding the most effective approach to
use, Hertzog & Morgan state, "After some trial and error,
those that best fit a school's characteristics and needs
can be adapted" (1999, p. 29).
Embedded throughout the literature, the length of
transition activities has been identified. Suggested
activities have been initiated and completed in short time
spans, i.e. an hour or two, or a day, for several days, or
a week long orientation (Hertzog & Morgan, 1999; Delisio,
2004). Other designed approaches required longer periods
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spanning entire semesters or trimesters (White-Hood, 2001;
Kneisler, 2001). Still others encompassed entire school
years (Lindsay, 1998; Campbell, 2001). Hertzog

&

Morgan

(1999) further found that transition program implementation
began as early as the eighth grade year, while others
waited until after the middle school student had graduated.
Norwich Free Academy felt the need to continue programs
through their student's tenth grade school year (Campbell,
2001).
The general goals of transition programming according
to Kidsource.com are to include activities that:
1.

Provide students and parents with information about
the new school.

2.

Provide students with social support during the
transition.

3.

Bring middle school and high school personnel
together to learn about one another's curriculum and
requirements

(p. 2).

The following were one time activities, taking place
in the spring of the eighth grade year, that were part of
the literature on common, transition activities:
•

Field trips to the high school, to tour the facilities
(Lindsay, 1997).
EDUCATlONr'\L TECHNOLOG'/ CEi'iTi: 1t
CHHR!d~ VV/\SHlNGTON U1'~! 1J0.i?:-'ijf/
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•

Shadowing a high school student for at least three
periods (Lindsay, 1998; Kidsource.com).

•

Panel discussion at the middle school building,
including high school students, teacher, counselors,
and administrators (Akos & Galassi, 2004; Delisio,
2004; Kidsource.com).

•

After school activities at the high school for middle
school students, such as sports nights (Smith

&

Josse,

1957; Lindsay, 1997; Kidsource.com).
Several types of transition activities are commonly
planned a short while before the school doors opened in the
fall (Lindsay, 1998; Kidsource.com, Akos

&

Galassi, 2004).

As in the spring, tours and panel discussions are held at
the opening of school (Smith & Josse, 1957).
The following are some of the transition activities
taking place during the ninth grade year. Several are to be
started before the school year starts. These are identified
among the earlier common, transition activities found
earlier in this literature review (pg 21).

Peer Mentors
Peer mentors (similar to Link Crew) programs were put
in place to help ninth grade students in their transition

l

as seen in Philomath High School in Philomath, OR
22

(Kneisler, 2001). Eisenhower High School in Yakima, WA also

{
has Link Crew for upperclassmen acting as peer mentors to
the freshmen. Peer mentors are upper-class students who are
active in extracurricular clubs, activities, and/or sports
and encourage the new freshmen to be active as well
(Fritzer

&

Herbst, 1996). Some were short-term and some

were long-term with upper-class students to assist ninth
grade students in their entire transition year. Having a
student mentor helps freshmen have peer social support and
has a positive impact on their well-being and helps with
the feelings of anxiety and alienation that new students
have (Newmen, et al., 2000). Some mentor programs are
called Big Brothers and Big Sisters and use the same
techniques as Link Crew (Smith

&

Josse, 1957;

Kidsource. com) .

Peer Tutors
Stevenson High School, Chicago School District, and
Gladstone School District even had peer tutors available
for the incoming freshmen to help them with their studies
(_Holland & Mazzoli, 2001; Galloway & Gallenberger, 2000;
Somers

&

Piliawsky, 2004). These same peer tutors were also

an avenue of emotional and social support as well as
academic support (Galloway

&

Gallenberger, 1999).
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Freshmen Orientation
Planned meetings with ninth grade students and parents
to explain rules and expectations of the school were
common. Stevenson High School, Deerfield Beach High School
did this through Freshman Academy, which could be a one-day
program, or even up to a week of activities scheduled for
the freshmen (Galloway & Gallenberger, 1999; Fritzer &
Herbst, 1996). Smith

&

Josse say that freshmen orientation

helps •bridge the gap between lower schools, where they led
a

'sheltered' life, and the high school, which represents a

strange and complex environmentn (1959, p. 100).
Freshmen Orientation or Freshmen Academy not only
provides a time for students to see their old friends but
also provides a time of motivation, which is in the form of
an assembly (Fritzer & Herbst, 1996; Lindsay, 1997; Potter
et al, 2001). During the Freshmen Academy or orientation,
freshmen are becoming familiar with the school's layout,
programs, traditions, personnel, and each other according
to Galloway

&

Gallenberger (2000). Ketting Middle School

provides students with

•so

Things You should Know About

High Schooln during the assembly (White-Hood, 2001).
How many freshmen attend the Freshman Academy varies
for different schools. Some high schools like Eisenhower
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High School and Chicago High Schools allow students to come
on a volunteer basis and some required all students to
attend (Holland

&

Mazzoli, 2001; Center for Effectiveness,

2004). Along with the assembly, students attend their
homeroom or advisory class as well as their other classes
that they will be attending for the school year (Delisio,
2004).
Lowndes High School in Valdosta, GA (2005) is another
school that has a ninth grade academy. They believe it
helps ninth graders have a smooth transition from middle
school to high school and are more successful and encourage
parents to be involved (p. 1).

Advisors/Mentors
Hertzog & Morgan suggested the use of an
advisor/advisee program. The initial meeting of the high
school advisor and the student would occur in the spring of
the eighth grade year, at the middle school site (1999).
The advisor would meet the student again in the fall when
school started. These meetings would continue throughout
the ninth grade school year.
During their visit with their advisor, students are
given ID badges, planners, and handbooks, discuss
expectations and their schedules, and get help with their
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lockers (Lindsay, 1998; Holland & Mazzoli, 2001). This is
similar to the Freshman Focus class, which is currently at
Eisenhower High School (Eisenhower, 2004). It is a program
that provides students with academic survival skills,
decision-making skills and has a career focus.
Another program at Stevenson High School placed
freshmen with three student mentors, an adult advisor, and
a counselor. This group met four days a week all year long.
It was a form of advisory group and was called ~Freshman
Advisory" (Galloway

&

Gallenberger, 2000).

Student and Parent Handbooks
The handbooks at Reston High School that are given to
students have the same things in them as their parent's
handbooks, but for the most part they have rules and
regulations for the students to follow for their new school
(Smith

&

Josse, 1957; Potter et al, 2001; Epstein, 2005;

Patrikakou, 2004; Ramirez, 2001; Cotton & Wikelund, 2001).
During the eighth grade year, Worthington Kilbourne High
School gives parents a handbook that has the agenda for the
meeting as well as registration forms, curricula offerings
with sample schedules, emergency medical information,
athletic and activities needs and opportunities, social and

(

behavioral expectations, when the high school is open for
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tours, newsletters, timelines, due dates, personal
responsibilities, and miscellaneous parent support group
information. Parents are encouraged to keep the handbook
the entire two years (eighth and ninth grades) for their
students (Lindsay, 1997).

Diversity Programs
Schools with a high population of Hispanic students
often provide programs such as MECHA and Bravo for their
students to promote success during the high school
transition (Akos

&

Galassi, 2004). These programs provide

after-school tutoring, summer school and supplemental
course work for students who need to make up work, and also
provide academic guidance, at functions of their existence.
This helps provide the Hispanic population with a sense of
family and belonging within the school and also gets their
own family involved in the school (Gibson, 2003).

Freshmen and/or Sophomore Only Schools
A school district in Norwich, Connecticut chose to
help students through this transition time by having a
school that houses only ninth graders (Campbell, 2001).
According to Fritzer

&

Herbst (1996) these schools are

called "House" schools. They may be a separate facility or
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even a school within a school (Reents, 2002). MacArthur
Ninth Grade School in Houston, TX, Minnie Howard School in
Alexandria, VA, and Downingtown High Ninth Grade Center in
Downingtown, PA are examples of freshmen only schools
(Rourke, 2001).
Districts in Norwich, Connecticut and Lincolnshire,
Illinois have programs that continue into the sophomore
year for those who still struggle when they enter their
tenth grade year (Galloway

&

Gallenberger, 2000; Campbell,

2001). Campbell's research targets students who may have
failed some classes or are weak in certain subjects, may
have poor motivation or work ethics, have little support at
home, and who are too immature to attend an isolated
sophomore school (2001). The sophomore program is set up
similar to a ninth grade only school.

Middle School and High School Communication
Schools give educators from middle school and high
school time to communicate with each other about the
incoming freshmen. This time is for them to work together
to get consistency between the two grades. Some middle
schools use the last quarter for time for the eighth
graders to get used to how things will be done at the high
school level by having them on the same schedule as high
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school and take the same kind of tests as well as to be
taught the same way that they will be taught in high
school.
This communication gives educators at both levels the
opportunity to create a mutual understanding of curriculum
requirements at both levels. This is also very beneficial
to identify the "at-risk" students to get them the help
they need during the transition as well as getting them the
right classes they will need once they get to the high
school (Delisio, 2004). Some schools take this a step
further by only letting freshmen take two to three required
classes so they can focus on a few classes instead of a lot
of classes.

Summary
The research and literature summarized in chapter 2
support the following:
1.

Transitioning to high school is not an easy process
for most students and occurs at a challenging and
critical point in the life of a teenager.

2.

Difficulties during the transition year are seen in
numerous ways including dropping out of school, lower
academic achievement and poor self-esteem.
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3.

Parents need to be involved during the transition for
the student to have a positive experience and succeed
academically. Handbooks, guides and web sites help to
encourage involvement.

4.

There are a variety of transitional programs out
there and the more a school uses, the better for the
students.

5.

If transition programs aren't used, the dropout rate
will increase.
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CHAPTER 3
PROCEDURES

Introduction
The procedures followed for this project were to first
find the need for the project. This was very evident with
our freshmen retention rate and freshmen "F"s. Then the
author sought support from the principal and faculty at
Eisenhower High School to see if they would support the
project. Once the support was evident, the author began
researching current literature regarding freshmen
transitions and saw the need for parental involvement and
focused the review of literature on the parent involvement
and parent handbook portion of the transition
programs/activities.
This chapter addresses the following: the need for the
project, development of support for the project, procedures
for the project, and an overview of the project.

Need for the Project
The need for the project was influenced by the
following considerations:
1.

The author has been a teacher at Eisenhower High
School for the past eight years prior to beginning
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this project. The author observed many freshmen

I

(

'

students who did not experience success in the high
school setting during their ninth grade transition
year.
2.

In depth research related difficulties encountered
when transitioning from Yakima's seven middle schools
to Eisenhower High School. This confirmed the need
for development of a guide to get parents involved
during this transition.

Development of Support for the Project
Following the author's eighth year of teaching ninth
grade students at Eisenhower High School, increasing
concern was realized because of the lack of success many
freshmen students were experiencing. This lack of success
was seen in the failure some freshmen students were having
in passing classes and their subsequent loss of credit. It
followed most of them throughout their high school career.
Several dropped out and many failed to graduate from
Eisenhower High School once they began. Other teachers
experienced the same frustrations. The need for a way to
get parents involved became clear.
The author began discussing ideas with the Principal
at Eisenhower High School and began developing a guide to
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assist in getting parent involvement with their child
through the transition programs already in existence at
Eisenhower. The author also shared information on other
programs available that may help the students at Eisenhower
High School. During the research, the author found a
variety of programs that Eisenhower was already using that
may benefit incoming freshmen and the need for parental
involvement throughout the transition process. More
discussions with the Principal were conducted as well as
ideas from other teachers that gave the author support and
enthusiasm to continue the research. The interest and
support from all involved was strong.

Procedures for the Project
The review of literature was used to provide a
rationale for creating the guide to help parents understand
and help their student with the transition process. The
review of literature gave the author an idea of all the
programs used in the transition process as well as those
that weren't already in use at Eisenhower High School. The
decision of what will be included in this guide is based
upon the results of the literature review, the materials
received from written communication, and input from the
Principal at Eisenhower High School.
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Overview of the Project
The guide was created for future parents at Eisenhower
High School. The teachers, counselors, and administrators
will continue with a variety of programs in place at
Eisenhower High School and seek to involve the next year's
freshmen in various activities that are mentioned in the
guide and try to get parents involved as much as possible.
The guide will be evaluated by the participating educators
and parents through surveys completed at the end of the
school year.
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APARENT INFORMATION GUIDE
FOR ASSISTING STUDENTS
TRANSITIONING TO
HIGH SCHOOL

(
Dear Parents,
We, the staff, at
High School would like to assist you in the success of
your student(s) successful transition from middle school to high school. For most freshmen this is
a time in their lives when they will have many changes and challenges as they enter high school.
Research shows that students need a variety of transition programs as well as parental
involvement during this transition in order to be successful. That's where you come in.
The transition programs we have in place at Eisenhower are Su' grade tours,
counselors/student middle school interaction, high school sports for all students to attend, Link
Crew (peer mentors), Freshmen Academy, advisors/mentors through our Freshmen Focus classes,
adult tutors, and student handbooks as well as various clubs and sports for your student to join
once they are a freshman.
The only piece that is missing is YOU. We need your help to assist your student to be
successful during this transition time. Here's how you can be involved. To begin with during the
8th grade year you can:
• Attend parent meetings
• Read and be familiar with your parent handbook
• Help your student understand our policies and requirements
• Help your student choose classes for their freshman year
• Provide clothing that meets our dress code
• Give your student support throughout the process
Once they attend the Freshman Academy and start at Eisenhower, you can:
• Communicate with teachers (a list will be provided at the BBQ on Parent Night)
• View grades on Edline (a letter home will come home on the first week of school)
• Attend Open House (date will be announced in the first newsletter home)
• Attend parent meetings
• Attend student-led conferences (date to be announced for spring)
• Attend your student's sporting events
• Show an interest in your student's work and suggest tutors if needed
• Make sure your student is attending school and file an Intent to Appeal if necessary
• Read your newsletters
• Create a home environment that encourages learning
• Have high expectations for your student
• Go to our website for more information a t - - - - - - - - - - Thank you for your assistance in helping your student be successful in high school.
Sincerely,
_ _ _ _ _ _ __,Principal
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Expanding on the MISSION STATEMENT
High school will offer each student the opportunity to become a responsible, contributing member
of society.
As a supportive learning community, we believe students, parents, staff, district and community
are all accountable for:
• The quality of education and activities.
• Advancing the school's mission.
As a dynamic learning community, we believe the best learning takes place when there is:
• A safe, supportive environment at home and at school.
• Commitment to high standards and measurable achievements
• A sense of belonging and concern for others.
• Respect for a variety of perspectives and learning styles.
• Enthusiasm for the acquisition of knowledge.
• A means to draw upon extra resources as needed.
As a vital learning community, we believe the larger community depends upon us to:
• Uphold excellence in education.
• Promote literacy and creativity.
• Prepare students for responsible citizenship in the world beyond graduation.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR SUCCESSFUL HIGH SCHOOL YEARS
As parents, you are an important part of our high school. When your students come to our school, you and
they become part of a team of administrators, teachers, and educational support staff who cooperate each
day to provide a nationally recognized secondary education program for the young people of Yakima,
Washington.
Because you are vested in your student's education, we want you to have all the necessary information to
help ensure successful high school years. Your commitment to the learning process is vital for your
student's future. Please use this guide as a handy reference on student matters.

FRESHMEN RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations for incoming freshmen are made by our guidance staff based on their
experience in advising students with academic difficulties, and based on a review of student performance
correlated with their course selections.
Making the transition from middle school to high school is a significant step for many students. Increased
responsibility is placed on them for their academic progress in that they are held accountable for earning
passing grades and credit each trimester in every course that they attempt. Students are not promoted from
one grade to the next in high school; students must earn credit in specified subject areas in order to
graduate with their classmates. Planning for your student's graduation should be an intentional process,
please carefully review the information in this guide before making course selections for the freshmen
year.
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Students who have struggled to complete homework and earn good grades in middle school will likely
find high school to present even greater academic challenges. Your student's official transcript begins
with classes taken during the freshman year. Likewise, a cumulative grade point average will include
grades earned in freshman classes. Considering the impact that freshman grades have on a permanent
record, you will want to select classes which are a good match with your student's achievement level,
their natural talents, their degree of motivation and dedication, and their extra curricular commitments.
Because of these academic and social pressures, we have Cadet Academy during the summer and
Freshmen Focus throughout the school year to assist your student in working through the many
challenges oftheir freshmen year as well as tile ffi!l!Slt!Oli from middle lo high school. We provide peer
mentors to help freshmen get acquainted with our school and our school rules.
We encourage students to make their six-year plan based on personal interests and abilities so that their
coursework in high school is individually tailored to meet their own needs and goals, as well as, the
requirements necessary to continue post secondary education opportunities.

SCHOOL INFORMATION
Principals
Principal
Phone:
Assistant Principal, Activity Director
Assistant Principal, Athletic Director
Assistant Principal, Curriculum Director

Fax:

Counselors
A-D
E-K
L-Q
R-Z
Registrar
Assistant Registrar
Guidance Specialist
Parent Center

(509) 573-2698

Grading
A
A-

B+
B
BC+
C
C-

4.0

D+
D
F

3.7
3.3

1.3
1.0
0.0

3.0
2.7
2.3
2.0

Not used in G.P.A.
P=Pass
NC= No Credit
SIU = Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

1.7

2
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Graduation Requirements
Credit Requirement

Curriculum Area

4

English
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science (Laboratory)
Health
Physical Education
Occupational Education (includes Business.
Home & Family, and Vocational courses)
Fine Arts
Electives

2
3.34
2

.34
1.68
1
1
6.64
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Total Credits Required

Curriculum Features
Advance and Honors Programs: One third of our students are enrolled in Advanced Placement
and/or Honors classes. 90% of the students enrolled in A.P. classes take the A.P.
examinations.

C

Advanced Placement is a College Board program that offers students the opportunity to
take college-level courses while they are enrolled in high school. Students have the
opportunity to learn a subject in greater depth, develop analytical reasoning skills, and
develop study skills necessary for success at the college level. Additional information is
available at www.collegeboard .org.
Students may gain advanced standing and/or earn college credit through their
performance on the Advanced Placement examinations that are given each year in May.
Students registering for AP courses should review their selections with the guidance
counselor to be sure high school credit will be awarded.
Advanced Placement Opportunities: English, U.S. History, Calculus, Chemistry, Biology,
Physics, Spanish, and Statistics.
English as a Second Language: Three levels of ESL are offered to non-English speaking students
requiring assistance in developing language skills.
Vocational Programs: Programs including Information Technology (Computers), Marketing,
Accounting, Architecture, Drafting, Mechanics, Woods, Metals, Technology Systems,
and Home & Family Living.
College Credit Programs: In addition to earning college credit through Advanced Placement
testing, our students may earn Running Start college credit off campus at Yakima Valley
Community College as well as through our Business Department.

(_
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Student of the Month: The Student of the Month award recognizes and honors students who have
distinguished themselves for a given teacher. Students are recognized for
accomplishments in one or more of the following areas: attitude, effort, enthusiasm,
progress, and/or responsibility.
A teacher may nominate only one student to receive this award each month. Each student
earning this honor receives a certificate of merit.

TIMELINE
December TBD

High School & Middle School Principal's Meeting- Set Timeline

January TBD

Middle School Parent Meeting; Pass out binders; Meet high school
administrators and counselors; Question & Answers

January 11

Middle School and High School Counselor Meeting
Discussion of middle school and high school procedures
Middle school and high school counselors should be at this meeting

January 24

Planning Meeting for high school counselor presentation, school visitation,
and parent nights.

February 1

High School Counselors send Subject Selections to Teaching & Learning.

February 6

High School Presentation at Middle Schools

February 7

High School Presentation at Middle Schools

February 8

High School Presentation at Middle Schools

February 9

High School presentation at Middle Schools

February 10

High School Presentation at Middle Schools

February 23

Middle School Counselors present Credit Game to gtl• grade students
High School Parent Night

February 23

Teaching & Learning will send Subject Selection sheets to middle schools.

February 23

8th Grade Tours
morning
afternoon

February 24

8th Grade Tours
morning
afternoon

March 1

Advance Placement and International Baccalaureate Program
High School Principals and representatives present information to Middle
School students and parents about the AP & 1B Placement programs.
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March 6-9

Middle School & High School Counselor Placement Discussions.
High School Counselors go to Middle Schools to plan for student placement
with Middle School Counselors.
March6March 7March 8March9-

March 15

Registration Forms picked up.

March20

Review of Counselor Presentations, VisiflUioi!S, and Parent Meetings.
Please come prepared to review and discuss successes for this year and
suggestions for next year's transition.

August 23-25

Cadet Academy
Parent BBQ and Freshman Dance (Friday night).

CLUBS
Call Activity Director for Questions Page 2

Club

Description

Art Guild (Inactive
this year)

The Art Guild goes to art museums and art galleries to look at different kinds
of art. Sometimes they go out and paint pictures.

American Sign
Language (ASL)

The American Sign Language club encourages students to continue to learn
sign as well as to compete in Sign Off during the school year.

Athletic Training

Athletic training educates students about taking care of athletes and other
sports related activities. Members help take care of athletes during the
different games that take place throughout the year.

Band

Play at the football games, basketball games, and even go on a group trip.
You also get to march in various parades.

Bibliophiles

Enjoy reading different books, and then discuss the books with a group.

DECA

It is a club for students in marketing. They meet Friday during 7th period. I 0th

-12'h graders can join. They compete and have conferences.
Drama

Drama is a class here at
and also a club. Meetings will be
held once a month during lunch in room IO I. Anybody can join the club;
there are no requirements and you don't have to be in the plays to be a
member. Joining the drama class is not as easy and it requires intervention by
the counselors so that you can be in it.

Environmental
Club

This is a club dedicated to helping the environment in various ways.
Meetings are every Wednesday during lunch. This club is offered to all
students.
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Future Business
Leaders of
America (FBLA)

FBLA is a club based on the various fields that are present in the business
world. They go to competitions to compete in different events, which include
public speaking, accounting, math, and many other events.

Five Star

Five Star is our newspaper. Open only to seniors that take the class offered by
our English Department. One Five Star edition is printed every trimester.
There is no cost for the paper; they are given out free in your 7tl• period class.
The Five Star is fun and interesting to read. Our very own seniors write
comics and articles.

Gay-Straight
Alliance (GSA)

Get to know new people. Learn and fiilk iibom diversity. Learn that we might
not all be the same.

Interact

Interact is a community service club to help benefit the less fortunate.
Students participate in various activities including Operation Harvest, a fall
leaf rake, caroling, Adopt-a-Family, and Habitat for Humanity.

Link Crew

Link Crew is a leadership activity group that is aimed at connecting the
freshmen into high school. Link Crew is open to all sophomores and juniors
to apply during spring trimester to be active the following school year. They
plan various activities for the freshmen such as Freshman "Movie Night",
Study Table, freshman assemblies, help with 8th grade tours, and the Cadet
Academy.

MECHA

MECHA is a club that is open to everyone. Members participate in a lot of
community service. MECHA is geared toward developing leadership skills in
students. This club helps students fill out college applications and scholarship
forms in preparation for college.

National Honor
Society (NHS)

To be a part of NHS, you must have a GPA of3.5 or higher. NHS was
founded to recognize scholarship, service, leadership and character. For more
than 70 years, the organization has established a reputation for excellence
among administrators, faculty members, students, parents, and residents of
the school community. NHS members are known not only for their ability to
achieve, but also for their willingness to use their talents and skills for the
improvement of society. Students do community service, attend meetings,
and are co-sponsors of the Mid-Winter Dance. When you are in NHS, you
will wear an Honor Cord at graduation.

Renaissance

This club is dedicated to the improvement and recognition of our students for
academic achievement. Renaissance is an invitation-based club.

Reveille

You have the opportunity to help create the current school yearbook by going
around and taking pictures of people at different activities. You also get to
interview people for the yearbook. This club takes place during 3ro period.

Skills USA

Architectural and technical drafting is constructing buildings and/or houses.
Technical drafting is designing parts for manufacturers. You will also have
the chance to go to regional and state. If you win you will be able to go to
nationals.
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Speech & Debate

Speech and Debate meets every Tuesday after school. Anybody that has an
ASB can be part of the club. Members improve their verbal and research
skills as they go to competitions with other high schools. It's a fun club, but it
involves hard work.

SPORTS
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Sport

Description

Bnsebull

Baseball is a spring sport. They have freshman, .TV, and Varsity teams.

Basketball (boys)

This is a winter sport. There is a freshmen team, a "C" team, N team, and a
Varsity team.

Basketball (girls)

This is a winter sport in which you must try out to be on the team. There is a
freshmen team, a "C" team, a N team and a Varsity team.

Bowling

Bowling is a girl's winter sport. No equipment required.

Cheer

Your junior year you have the opportunity to be a part of cheer and cheer for
the football, basketball, and volleyball teams.

Cross Country
(XC)

Cross Country is a really physically demanding running sport. In high school
XC your goal is to complete 3 .1 miles or the 5k run in as little time as
possible.

Drill

Drill has the opportunity to perform in the assemblies and at games. They
also compete in several competitions across our state and perform in parades.

Fast Pitch

Fast pitch is a spring sport. They have a freshman, N and Varsity team. They
have never had the need to cut any players.

Football

Football is a fall sport that starts practice in the spring. We have the following
teams: Freshmen, N, and Varsity teams. No one gets cut, there's a team for
everyone.

Golf (boys)

This is a spring sport for all ages.

Golf (girls)

This spring sport is open to all girls who are interested in learning to play golf
during high school and after school.

Soccer

There are separate teams for boys and girls. Girls compete in the fall and
boys compete in the spring.

Swimming/ Diving

Girls' swimming/diving is during the fall and boys' swimming/diving is
during the winter. Both teams are very competitive. There are multiple events
that you can choose to participate in.

Tennis (boys)

You must have your own racket.
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Tennis (girls)

Girls' tennis is a sport that takes place in the spring. In girls' tennis you get to
compete against many other schools.

Track & Field

Track is a spring sport and offers a wide arrangement of events. They include
everything from javelin, shot put, and discus to running the!OO meters and
the mile. Not a thrower or runner? Try pole vault, long jump, and/or high
jump.

Volleybal1

The season begins in the spring, and there is practice a11 throughout summer.
Frosh A, Frosh B, Sophomore, N, and Varsity teams are available.

Wrestling

Do you think you're tough enough and can take it? Come try out for
wrestling where you are challenged both physically and mentally.

STUDENT POLICIES
I.D. Badges
•
•
•
•

•

ID badges are the property of our High School and are to be worn during the school day.
ID badges may not be altered, defaced, or decorated in any manner.
ID badges are to only be worn with lanyards around the neck in front of the upper body.
Students will receive an ID badge at the beginning of the school year. If a replacement ID is
needed, students will be:
o Permitted to call home to retrieve it or
o Required to pay a $5 .00 replacement fee
Students are required by law to identify themselves to any staff member or school employee.

Teacher Responsibilities:
• At the beginning of each class, verify that all students have our ID badges. If a student does
not have an ID badge, he/she is to call home (from the classroom) and ask the parent/guardian
to bring the badge to the main office. Or, if the parent requests, the student can check out in
the attendance office to go home to retrieve a badge. If the badge is lost and cannot be
retrieved, the student must purchase one in the main office. Call the main office (2800) if you
have students who are not able to obtain their ID during the class period. All students must
have our ID while on campus.
The ability to quickly and accurately distinguish our student/staff from non-student/intruder is the
single most important factor in providing a safe environment at our high school. The unnecessary
delay or hindrance of that ability puts our students/staff at risk and creates a dangerous potential
for tragedy.
During the seconds it takes to effectively complete a lockdown procedure, students in unsecured
classrooms are at risk until that classroom is secured. Students who happen to be walking in a
school hallway must be quickly and accurately identified by an
staff member and
be let into that classroom and the lockdown procedure can then be completed.
An ID badge is the only assurance the staff member has in deciding if a person is in fact a
student. Staff members cannot and will not expose students to danger by a11owing an unidentified
person into the classroom that is not wearing an ID badge.
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Any person not wearing an ID badge will not be admitted into a classroom from the hallway for a
lockdown procedure. Consequently, a student who is not wearing an ID badge not only puts
himself/ herself at risk but puts others at risk as well.
A lockdown is one example of a safety/security procedure. Students will not be allowed to hinder
or delay safety and security procedures by refusing to wear an ID badge.
•

ID badges are a part of the student Dress Code and ID Badge Policy.

•

As teachers take attendance at the beginning of class, they will also verify that students are
in compiiance with the dress code, including wearing of their ID badges.

•

Students who are in violation of wearing an ID badge will be allowed to call the
parent/guardian to have the badge brought to school or go home to retrieve it. Students
who have lost his/her badge or cannot retrieve the badge must purchase a replacement.

•

By law, the Revised Code of Washington (RCW) requires students to immediately identify
themselves to any staff member or school employee when asked.

Hats, Dress, Cell Phones
•
•

Hats and head gear of any kind are not allowed in school buildings.
Cell phones and pagers are not allowed to be used in classrooms and school buildings during
the school day.

Teacher Responsibilities:
• Ask student to remove hat/head gear and put it away. Remind student hats cannot be worn in
any part of the building.
• If student does not cooperate, contact main office.
Confiscate the hat and/or cell phone and turn it in to the main office by the end of the day. Be
certain to attach student's name.
The dress code is looked upon as a key component of the educational process. We are of the
opinion that we are preparing students for success. While security and safety continue to be the
driving forces behind this policy, they are not the only factors.
As part of the dress code, every student must wear an ID badge.
The following CANNOT be worn at _ _ _ _ __

Provocative Clothing
Spaghetti straps
Single strap shirts
Strapless shirts
Halter tops
Exposed mid-riff and/or
necklines
Short shorts/high cut
skirts
Transparent clothing
Exposed undergarments

Inappropriate Messages
Clothing that promotes
alcohol/drugs/sex/racism/
profanity

Gang Activity (continued)
Multiple rings on hands
Nylon caps
Hairnets
Sagging pants
Exposed undergarments
Colors - multiple items of
clothing in one color

Gang Activity

Colors - groups of students
wearing same color

Head Gear/Hats
No head gear/hats of any kind
Are allowed in school buildings
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Sagging pants
Tank tops/muscle shirts
(boys)
Half shirts

Potentially Dangerous
Clothing
Hanging chains
Sharp protruding objects

No cloth/web belts
Colored shoe laces

"Red" New York Yankee
Baseball caps

"Hanging" items from pants
(belts, towels, strings from
nylon caps)
ALL bandanas

"Blue" North Carolina
Baseball caps

Belt buckles (Old English
letters/Marijuana symbols)

Consequences for Non-gang Related Clothing
I st offense - documented warning. Parents will be notified and clothing must be changed
immediately.
2nd offense - one-day suspension
3'" offense - three-day suspension
(Further offenses will result in long-term suspensions.)
Consequences for Gang Related Clothing
I st offense - documented warning. Parents will be notified and clothing must be changed
immediately
2nd offense - three-day suspension
3'd offense - long-term suspension
The administration reserves the right to change or modify

Dress Code Violation
The student dress code policy follows.
Teacher responsibilities:
If violation is due to hat or head gear, ask studentto remove it and put it away. If student does
not cooperate, contact the main office (2800).
• All other violations, contact the main office.

•

Attendance
The following attendance policy is in effect at our High School. It is important that each student
understands this policy, for failure to comply will mean loss of credit toward graduation.
Absences
I. In order to receive credit for any class or subject, in addition to other requirements, a
student must not exceed eight days of absence in a trimester.
2. At the ninth absence, a student will automatically lose credit; however, he/she may file an
Intent to Appeal to the Student Attendance Review Board (SARB). (Note: Absences for
school sponsored activities/athletics, although counted as absences, are not to be included
in the eight-day limit.)
3. Any student leaving campus after the start of the first class of the day must check out
through the attendance office. Failure to do so will result in an unexcused absence.
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4. A student who has been absent from school during the day of an extracurricular activity
will not be allowed to participate in the activity unless the absence is excused. If the
absence is because of illness, participation will not be allowed in the activity unless
permission is granted by an administrator.
5. A student, who exceeds eight days of absence (see excused list below) and must file an
Intent to Appeal, may be required to make up the time missed beyond the eight absences in
order to earn credit.
6. Excused absences are: illness, doctor/dentist, death in family, funeral, family, emergency,
other. ("Other" is not very wide in scope and does NOT include hair appointments,
concerts, errands, oversleeping, car trouble, haircuts, photo sessions, driver's test, or power
outages. Emergency is the key word. "Other" would irtclude aummoblle accidents in which
family members have been victims, serious injury accidents of any kind, etc.)
Procedures for Excusing Absences
I. Bring a note of explanation from home when returning to school. The note must be
provided within 48 hours (two school days) to be considered excused.
2. Tum the note in to the attendance office within 48 hours.
Prearranged Absences for School Activities
I. Require prior arrangement with teachers. (Note: Students are excused for the absence but
not excused from doing class work.)
2. Require completion of a prearranged form. (Pick up pre-arranged absence form in the
attendance office.)
For Personal Trips or Personal Time Office
Technically and legally these are unexcused and may affect a student's performance and grade.
I. Pick up non-school activity prearranged absence form in the office. (Include a signed note
from the parent/guardian.)
2. Take the form to teachers for a projection of the effect of the absence on the student's
grades.
3. Return the form to the attendance office prior to the absence.
Compliance with State Laws (RCW 28A.225.020 and 28A.225.030)
I. The term "unexcused absence" means a student failed to attend at least half of the school
day and failed to meet the school district's policies for excused absences(s).
2. Five unexcused absences (as defined above) within a calendar month require the filing of a
petition with the juvenile court reporting violation of the compulsory attendance laws
(BECCA).
3. Ten unexcused absences (as defined above) within a school year require the filing ofa
petition with the juvenile court reporting violation of the compulsory attendance laws
(BECCA).
Tardies
Teachers may assign a 30-minute detention for the second and all subsequent tardies (NOTE:
Although it is against school policy to hold a student from another teacher's class, sometimes
emergencies arise. Therefore, a student arriving late, not due to his/her choice, with a note from an
administrator, counselor or teacher should not be listed as tardy.
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Hall Passes
I. When asked by school personnel, students must immediately identify themselves.
2. Students are required to have a hall pass form the releasing teacher when they are out of
the classroom.
Teacher Responsibilities
I. Inform students of the attendance policy at the beginning of each term.
2. Record attendance daily by each period on Skyward.
3. Record school activity absences on the teacher's own roll sheets using athletic team lists,
event participant lists, and prearranged absences forms.
4. Submit field trip participafifs' lists at least two days in mlvmrce.
5. When a student has five absences:
a. The teacher must send a parent/guardian notification letter. These are available in the
attendance office.
b. The teacher must also give a copy of the letter to the attendance office for the student's
discipline file.
c. If attendance is audited, the teacher's grade book is the official record.
Examples ofAbsences/Tardies
Unexcused:
Traffic citations

Excused:
Pre-arranged absences approved by the assistant
principals
Medical, dental, counseling, vision appointments
Illness

Car problems (flat tire, dead battery, etc.)
Transportation problems (missed bus, lost
keys, etc.)
Funeral
Overslept
Family Emergency
Work
Court (documented by a note from parent or
Driver's license test
court)
Childcare issues
Religious Observance
Immigration appointments
Food handlers permit appointments
WIC appointments
Vacations (unless they have been pre-arranged and approved by the principal)

Notes to the attendance office from the parent/guardian must be received within 48 hours of
the date of the absence/tardy. If not received within the 48 hour period the absence is
unexcused.

Riding Buses
I. Students shall be courteous and obey the driver and any aide assigned to the bus by the district.
The driver is in full charge of the bus and passengers and shall be obeyed. If an aide is assigned to
the bus by the district, he/she shall also be responsible for safe behavior on the bus. When
transporting classes or teams, the teacher or coach shall be primarily responsible for the behavior
of the students. Students shall obey both the driver and the teacher, coach or other staff member.
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2. For safety reasons, no student shall be allowed to talk to the driver unless it is necessary. Students
may not sit in the driver's seat nor sit to the left or the right of the driver or interfere with the driver
in any manner. Students shall use seat belts on buses when available.
3. Students shall ride only on their assigned bus unless written permission to do otherwise has been
received by school officials. Students shall not be permitted to leave the bus except at their regular
stop unless written permission to do otherwise is received by school officials.
4. Students shall observe rules of classroom conduct and all district rules and regulations while riding
on district buses. Noise shall be kept down to avoid distracting the driver. Students shall refrain
from the use of obscene or demeaning ianguage or gestures. Student misconduct on a bus will be
sufficient reason to discontinue providing bus transportation to the students involved.
5. Students shall go directly to a seat once inside the bus and remain seated at all times unless the
driver instructs otherwise. Students are to remain seated while the bus is in motion and dare not to
stand up until the bus has come to a full stop. Students may be assigned seats in which they will be
seated at all times, unless the driver provides permission to change.
6. Students shall see that books and personal belongings are kept out of the aisle and emergency exits.
Students shall not have animals on buses, except to provide assistance to disabled students.
7. Students shall not carry or have in their possession items that can cause injury to passengers on the
bus. Such items include, but are not limited to, sticks; breakable containers; weapons, or firearms,
or other instruments or weapons, straps or pins protruding from clothing; large, bulky items which
cannot be held or placed between legs; or flammables; or other instruments or weapons which are
intended or designed to cause bodily injury.
8. Students shall not eat on buses, except when specifically authorized and supervised by an
accompanying teacher, coach, or other staff member. Students are to assist in keeping the bus clean
by keeping waste paper off floors. They shall not throw objects or refuse out windows. Buses shall
be kept clean.
9. Students shall not open a window on the bus without first getting permission from the bus driver.
Students shall not at any time extend any part of their body out of the windows, whether the school
bus is in motion or standing still. Students shall not tamper with emergency doors or equipment.
Parents of students identified as causing damage to buses shall be charged with the cost of the
incurred damage. Students causing the damage may be suspended from transportation.
10. In the event of an actual emergency, the established emergency exit procedures shall be
implemented. Students shall follow emergency exit drill procedures as prescribed by the driver.
11. Students shall leave the bus in an orderly manner. They must not cross the roadway until given a
signal by the driver. When boarding or leaving the bus, pupils shall be in view of the driver at all
times. There shall not be pushing or shoving when boarding or leaving the bus.
12. Students going to and from their bus stops where there are no sidewalks shall walk on the left-hand
side of the roadway facing oncoming traffic. Students shall go directly to their homes after leaving
the bus.
13. Students shall never cross the roadway behind a school bus unless they use pedestrian crosswalks
or traffic lights.
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14. Students shall not stand or play in the roadway while waiting for the bus. Students should leave
home early enough to arrive at the bus stop ten (10) minutes before the bus is due. Students must
stand at lease six ( 6) feet from road edge, or behind a yellow line, where provided.

EN ESPANOL
Distintivos de Identificacion
La habilidad de reconocer nipida y acertadamente a un estudiante/miembro de! pel's6iial de uno
que no es estudiante/intruso es el factor mas importante para ofrecer un ambiete seguro en la
escuela. El retraso u obstaculos innecesarios de esa habilidad pone a los estudiantes/personal de la
escuela en peligro y crea la posibilidad de que suceda una tragedia.
Durante los segundos que toma completar efectivamente el procedimiento de clausurar (cerrar) la
escuela, los estudiantes en salones no asegurados estan en peligro hasta que ese salon sea
asegurado. Si en ese momento hay estudiantes caminando por los pasillos un miembro de!
personal debe poder identificarlos rapida y acertadamente y dejarlos entrar al salon de clase y de
esta manera completar el procedimiento de clausurar (cerrar) la escuela.
Una identificacion de la escuela es la unica seguridad que tiene un miembro de! personal para
decider si una persona es en realidad un estudiante. Los miembros de! personal no pueden y no
expondran a los estudiantes a un peligro en un salon que no ha sido asegurado por tomarse el
tiempo de identificar a una persona en el pasillo que no esta usando su identificacion.
Durante un procedimiento de clausura no se admitira en el salon de clase a ninguna persona que
venga de! pasillo y que no tenga su identificacion. Consecuentemente, un estudiante que no use
su identificacion no solo se pone el/ella misma en peligro sino que tambien a los demas.
Una clausura es un ejemplo de un procedimiento de seguridad. A los estudiantes nose !es
perrnitira obstruir o retrasar los procedimientos de seguridad por negarse a usar su identificacion.
•

Los distintivos de identificacion son parte de! Reglamento de Vestuario de! Estudiante y
de! uso de! Distintivo de Identificacion.

•

Mientras los maestros pasen lista al inicio de la clase, ellos tambien verificaran que los
estudiantes cumplan con el reglmento de vestuario, incluyendo usar sus distintivos de
identificacion.

•

A los estudiantes que o usen su distintivo de identificacion se !es inforrnara que estan
violando el Reglamento de Vestuario y de uso del Distintivo de Identificacion y seran
enviados a la oficina. Desde la oficina, ellos llamaran a lost padres/tutores legates.

•

Por ley, el Reglamento Revisado de Washington (RCW) require a los estudiantes que se
identifiquen ellos mismos inmediatamente a cualquier miembro de! personal que se los
peda.
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Vestuario
El codigo de vestuario es visto como un componente clave de! proceso educativo. Somos de la
opinion de que estamos preparando a los estudiantes para el exito. Aunque tambien hay otros
problemas, la seguridad continua siendo lo mas importate.
Como parte de este reglamento, todos los estudiantes deben usar su distintivo de identificacion.
Los siguentes articulos NO deben usarse en la cscuela _ _ _ _ _ _.
Vestua1io Provocativo
Blusas con tirates muy
degados
Blusas de un solo tirante
Blusas sin espalda

Blusas muy escotadas
Shorts muy cortos/faldas
con aberura muy arriba
Ropa transparente
Mostra la ropa interior
Pantalones muy amplios
Camisetas de tirantes con
mangas muy anchas muchachos
Camisetas muy rabonas

Articuolos peligrosos

Cadenas colgando
Objetos filosos

Articulos para la cabcza
No se pesmite llevas puesto

cachuchas de lylon, bandas de
nylon para la cabeza, mallas, o
sombreros adentro de! edificio.
Mensajes inapropiados
Ropa con anuncios de alcohol/
drogas/sexo/racismo/insusltos
Actividad de pandilla
No ropa/cintos tejidos
Cintas del zapato de cualquier

color
Articulos "Colgando" de los
pantalones ( cintos, toallas,
cordones de nylon)

Actividad de pandilla (cont.)
TODAS las bandanas

Hebillas de cinto (con letras en
Ingles antigua/simbolos de
mariguana)
Varios anillos en las manos
Cachudchas de nylon
Mallas
Pantalones muy amplios
Mostrar la ropa interior
Colores - varios articulos de
vestuario de un solo color
Colores - grupos de
estudiantes
usando el mismo color
Cachuchas de beisbol "Rojas"
De Los Yankees de New
York
Cachuchas de beisbol "Azules"
de North Carolina

Consecuencias por usar vestuario inapropiado
Ira ofensa- advertencia documentada. Se notificara a los padres y se debe de cambiar de ropa
inmediatamente.
2da ofensa - un dia de suspencion
3ra ofensa-tres dias de suspencion
(Mas ofensas resultaran en suspenciones a largo plazo)
Consecuencias por nsar ropa relacionada con pandillas
Ira ofensa - advertencia documentada. Se notifidcara a los padres y se debe de cambiar de ropa
inmediatamente.
2da ofensa- tres dias de suspencion
3ra ofensa- suspenciones a largo plazo
La administraci6n se reserve el dereCho de cambiar modificar este reglamento.
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Asistencia
El siguiente reglamento de asistencia esta en efecto en la Escuela Secundaria
., Es
importante que cada estudiante lo entienda, si el estudiente no lo cumple, perdera creditos para
poder graduarse.

Ausencias
I. Parapoder recibir credito en cualquier clase o asignatura, ademas de otros requisitos, un
estudiante no debe exceeder ocho dias de ausencia en un trimestre.
2. Si un estudiante excede 9 ausencias perdera los Qreditos automati~ament; sin embargo
el/ella puede hacer una Intent to Appeal a la Student Attendance Review Board (SARB).
(Nota: las ausencias debido a actividades/deportes patrocinados por la escuela aunque se
cuentan como ausencias no estan incluidas dentro de! limite de los cuatro dias).
3. Cualquier estudiante que sale de! cam po de la escuela despues de! comienzo de la primera
clase de! dia debe ir a reportarse a la oficina de asistencia. Si no lo hace, la ausencia sera
considerada como ausencia sin excusa.
4. Un estudiante que ha estado ausente de la escuela durante el dia de una actividad
extracurricular no se le permitira participar en la actividad a menos que Joa ausencia sea
excusada. Si la ausencia se debe a enfermedad, no se le permitira que participe en esta
actividad a menos que tenga permiso de un administrador.
5. Un estudiante que excede los ocho dias de ausencia (vea la lista de abajo) y se le concede
una Intent to Appeal, tendra que recuperar las !areas de los cuatro dias de ausencia para
poder obtener credito.
6. Las ausencias que pueden excusarse son: por enfermedad, citas con el doctor/dentista,
muerte en la familia, funeral, familia, emergencia, otros. ("Otros" NO es una lista muy
amplia y no incluye citas para ir al salon de belleza, conciertos, mandados, no depertarse a
tiempo, problemas con el auto, cortes de pelo, tomarse fotografias, examen para conducir,
o folios de la electricidad. La palabra clave es "emergencia". "Otros" posdrian incluir
accidentes automovilisticos en el cual miembros de la familia han sido las victimas,
accidentes serios de cualquier clase, etc.)
Procedimiento para poder excusar ausencias
I. Cuando el estudiante regrese a la escuela, debe traer una nota explicando el motivo de la
asuencia. La nota debe entregarse dentro de las 48 horas de la ausencia (dos dias) para
considerarla como ausencia con excusa.
2. Llevar la nota a la oficina de asistencia dentro de las 48 horas.
Ausencias arregladas con antidcipacion por motivo de actividades escolares
I. Necesita arreglarlas con anticipaci6n con los profesores. (Nota: a los estudiantes se !es
excusa por la ausencia pero no por las tareas de la clase).
2. Requiere completar un formulario. (Puede recoger uno de estos formularios en la oficina
de asistencia.)
Viajes personales o tomar dias libres
Tecnica y legalmente estas se toman coma ausencias sin excusa y pueden afectar las
calificaciones y desempeno academico del estudiante.
1. Recoger en la oficina un formulario de ausencias arregladas con anticipaci6n (incluye una
nota firmada por el padre/tutor legal).
2. Entregar el formulario al profesor para una explicaci6n de! efecto que la ausencia causaria
en las calificaciones de! estudiante.
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3. Regresar el fonnulario a la oficina de asistencia antes de la ausencia.
De acuerdo con las !eyes del estado (RCW 28A.225.020 y 28A.225.030)
1. El tennino "ausencias sin excusa" significa que un estudiante no asistio a las clases por lo
menos la mitad del dia escolar y no cumplio con el reglamento del distrito escolar en lo
que se refiere a ausencias que pueden ser excusadas.
2. Cinco ausencias sin excusa (como se define arriba) en un mes requiere que se haga una
solicitud a la corte juvenil reportando el no cumplimiento de la ley obligatoria de asistencia
(BECCA).
3. Diez ausencias sin excusa (como se define arriha) en un afio escolar requiere que se haga
una solicitud a la corte juvenil reportando el no cumplimiento de la ley obligatoria de
asistencia (BECCA).
Llegar tarde a las clases
Los profesores pueden asignar 30-minutos de detension por la segunda vez que llega tarde y por
todas las demas -NOTA: Aunqua es en contra de! reglamento de! distrito detener a un estudiante
de la clase de otro profesor, de vez en cuando existen emergencias; por consiguiente, un
estudiante que llega tarde, por haber tenido un contratiempo justificado, debe tener una nota de un
administrador, consejero o profesor para que la ausencia sea considerada como ausencia con
excusa.
Pases
2. Un estudiante debe indentificarse cuando un miembro de! personal se lo solicite.
3. Si un estudiante se encuentra fuera de! salon de clase debe tener un pase de! maestro
respectivo.
Responsabilidades del profesor
1. Infonnar a los estudiantes el reglamento de asistencia al comienzo de cada trimestre.
2. Registrar la asistencia diaria para cada periodo en WebWise.
3. Registrar las ausencias de actividades escolares en la lista de! profesor usando las listas de
los deportistas, listas de participantes en eventos, y fonnularios de ausencias arregladas con
anticipacion.
4. Entregar las listas de participantes en excursiones por lo menos con dos dias de anticipacion.
5. Cuando un estudiante tiene cinco ausencias:
a. El profesor debe enviar una carta al padre/tutor legal. Estas estan disponibles en la
oficina de asistencia.
b. El profesor debe tambien dar una copia de la carta a la oficina de asistencia para el
archivo de disciplina.
c. Si se hace una revision de la asistencia, la lista de! maestro es el record oficial.
Ejemplo de ausencias/llegar tarde a clase
Ausencias que no pueden excusarse:

Ausencias que pueden
excusarse:
Aausencias arregladas con
anticipaci6n aprobadas par el
director
Citas medicas, dentales, de
consejeria, con el oculista
Enfermedad
Funeral
Emergencia Familiar

Citaciones de trafico problemas con el auto
(llonta ponchada, la bateria esta mujerta,
etc.)
Problemas de tronsporte (perdi6 el autobzis,
perdi6 las !laves, etc.)
Nose despert6 a tiempo
Trabajo
Examen para obtener la licencia de conducir
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Corte (documentada con una
nota de! padre o papeles de la
corte
Observancia religiosa

Problemas con cuidado de nifios
Citas en inmigraci6n
Permisos para operar con alimentos
Citas WIC
Vacaciones (a menos que tengan una
ausendcia arreglada dcon anticipaci6n y
aprobada por el directo1)

Notas de los padres/tutores legalt's a la oficiua de asistencia deben recibin,e dentro de las 48 boras
de la fecha de la ausencia/llegar tarde. Si no se recibe dentro de las 48 horas, la auseuacia no podra
ser excusada.

Viaian En El Autobus
1. Los estudiantes deben ser corteses y obedecer al conductor y a cualquier ayudante asignado por el
distrito. El conductor esta totalmente a cargo de! autobiis y de los pasajeros y debe ser obedecido.
Si el distrito asigna a un ayudante para el autobiis, el/ella tambien sera responsable por el buen
comportamiento en el autobus. Cuando se transorten clases o equipos, el maestro o entrenador
deben ser los primeros responsables por el comportamiento de los estudiantes. Los estudiantes
deben obedecer al conductor del autobus, a los maestros, al entrenador y a otros miembros del
personal.
2. Por razones de seguridad, a los estudiantes no se !es permite hablar con el conductor solo cuando
sea necesario. Los estudiantes no deben sentarse en el asiento del conductor ni en el asiento a la
izquierda ni a la derecha del conductor o interferir con el conductor de ninguna manera. Los
estudiantes deben usar cinturon de seguridad cuando esten disponibles en Ios autobuses.
3. Los estudiantes deben viajar en el autobiis asignado, se hara lo contrario solo si tienen un permiso
escrito de! personal de la escuela. A Ios estudiantes nose !es permite bajarse de! autobus en otro
lugar que no !es corresponda, a menos que el personal de la escuela reciba un permiso escrito para
hacer Io contrario.
4. Los estudiantes, cuando viajan en Ios autobiises escolares deben seguir el reglamento de conducta
de! salon de clase y el reglamento de! distrito. No debe haber ruidos fuertes para evitar
distracciones al conductor. Los estudiantes deben abstenerse de usar gestos o palabras obscenas. La
mala conducta de! estudiante en el autobiis seni razon suficiente para suspenderle el servicio de
autobiis al estudiante involucrado.
5. Los estudiantes deben sentarse inmediatamente una vez que estan dentro de! autobiis y quedarse
sentados todo el tiempo a menos que el conductor lo indique de otra manera. Los estudiantes deben
estar sentados cuando el autobiis esta en movimiento y no deben pararse hasta que el autobiis pare
completamente. A los estudiantes se Jes puede asignar un asiento donde deban sentarse todo el
tiempo, a menos que el conductor de permiso para cambiarse de lugar.
6. Los estudiantes deben tener cuidado de que los Iibros y articulos personales queden fuera de!
pasillo y de las salidas de emergencia. Los estudiantes no pueden tener animales en el autobiis,
excepto los que ayudan a los estudiantes discapacitados.
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7. Los estudiantes no pueden cargar o tener en su posesi6n articulos que puedan causarle dafio a los
pasajeros de! autobus. Tales articulos incluyen, pero no estan limitados a; palos, recipientes que se
quiebren; armas de fuego u otros instrumentos o armas, tirantes o alfileres que salen de la ropa;
articulos grandes que no pueden detenerse o colocarse entre las piemas; u otros instrumentos o
armas que tengan la intenci6n o esten disefiadas para causar heridas corporales.
8. Los estudiantes no deben comer en el autobus, excepto cuando sean autorizados y supervisados por
el maestro, entrenador u otro miembro del personal que los acompafia. Los estudiantes deben
ayudar a que el autobus siempre este limpio poniendo la basura en su lugar. Ellos no deben arrojar
objetos o D!!S\lfa por las ventanas. Los autobuses deben mantenerse limpios.
9. Los estudiantes no deben abrir una ventana sin permiso de! conductor. Los estudiantes no deben en
ningun momento sacar ninguna parte de! cuerpo por las ventanas, ya sea que el autobus este parado
o en movimiento. Los estudiantes no deben bloquear las puertas o equipo de emergencia. A los
padres de estudiantes que causen dafio a los autobuses se Jes cobrara por los dafios. A los
estudiantes que causen dafio a los autobuses se Jes suspendera el servicio de transporte.
I 0. En caso de una emergencia, deben ponerse en practica los procedimientos establecidos para la
salida de emergencia. Los estudiantes deben seguir los procedimientos de salida de emergencia
descritos por el conductor.
11. Los estudiantes deben abandonar el autobus de manera ordenada. No deben cruzar la calle hasta
que el conductor !es haga la sefia de que pueden hacerlo. Cuando suban o bajen de! autobus, los
estudiantes deben estar a la vista de! conductor todo el tiempo. No deben empujar a otros
estudiantes cuando suban o bajen de! autobus.
12. Los estudiantes que van de 6 a la parade de! autobus caminando por donde no hay banquetas,
deben caminar por el !ado izquierdo de la calle de frente al trafico. Despues de abandonar el
autobus los estudiantes deben ir directamente a sus casas.
13. Los estudiantes nunca deben cruzar la calle por atras de! autobus a menos que usen los pasos
peantonales o los semaforos.
14. Los estudiantes no deben pararse o jugar en las calles mientras esperan el autobus. Los estudiantes
deben salir de la casa con tiempo suficiente para llegar a la parade de! autobus, diez (I 0) minutos
antes de que llegue el autobus. Los estudiantes deben pararse por lo menos a seis (6) pies de la
calle, o atras de la linea amarilla, donde la haya.
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ADDRESS CHANGE FDRM
(RETURN TO REGISTRAR OFFICE)
IF TIDS IS A CHANGE OF LEGAL CUSTODY/GUARDIAN YOU MUST PROVIDE
NOTORIZED DOCUMENTATION
LIST SIBLINGS
LIVING IN HOME
I.

DATE

------------------------2.
STUDENT LEGAL NAME

jfA~!~YilJ~'fc~1l1~/B0TH PARENTS O

MOTHER ONLY O

}R~S DENTIA ,crilsrd!iJAii)!PARENTS'tSU~Romt:i's!reERSONSIWiiil : .

·

'ii:~e9m,

ttl PARENJ/GVARDIAN NAM,;
Lost Nome

3

FATHllR ONLY O '.MIBl'I_CY_O
nUl<R!llAN D OTHER O .
MOTHER/STEPFATHERO -!!fFATHER/STEPMOTHERO[W,;lti
· RELATIONSWIP TG STUDENT;

First Nome

M!ddle lnltlol

ADDRESS: (Where Student Lives)

BIRTHDATE:(rnrn/dd/yyyy)

Sires! Addreu

Cl!"

s101e

""

Cllv

State

ao

MAILING.ADDRESS: (If Different From. Above)
P.O. Bo~

CELL PHONE: (Include Area Code)

HOME PHONE: (Include Area Code)

WORK PHONE: (Include Area Code)

OCCUPATION:
'

RELATIONSHIP TO STUDENT:

#2 PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME:
LOS! NO!nll

EMPLOYER:

BIRTH DATE: (rnrn/dd/yyyy)

eumei:sNon\9

CELL PHONE: (lndude Area Code)

BUlintm Addr8S'i

WORK PHONE: (Include Area Code)

D

PRIMARY LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME?

ENGLISH

L.

CLINIC/DOCTOR NAME: (Please list First and Lost Nome)

I

D

D

(List Area Code)

.

,

HOME PHONE: (Include Area Code)

HOSPITAL PREFERENCE: - - - --·-

l

First Name

..

···-··

.....

'

RELATIONSHIP TO STUDENT:
Middle lnl!lal

WORK PHONE: (lnc\ude Area Code)

1>.dap1:ed frcm E2senhower High School

CELL PHONE: (Include Area Code)
.

lf2 EMERGENCY CONTACT NAME: (Other Thon Parent/Guardian)
Losl Name

I

Mldd[e lnl!lal

WORK PHpNE: (Include Area Code)

-

OTHER

RELATIONSHIP TO STUDENT:

fks! Name

HOME PHONE: (Include Area Code)

zo

0CCUPATION:

SPANISH

CLINIC/DOCTOR PHONE NUMBER:

State

Clly

'I

Ill EMERGENCY CONT ACT NAME: (Other than Parent/Guardian)
~a~t Noma

'

Middle lnltlol

Fl1stNome

CELL PHONE: (Include Area C_ode)

- - --

Daily Schedule
2005-06
I! Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

I

8:45

Period 1

8:00 -

8:55

Period 1

8:00 -

9:45

Period 2

8:00 -

9:45

8:00 -

8:00 -

Period 1

Period 1

9:35

Period 2

9:00 -

9:55

Period 7

9:50 - 10:20

Period 7

9:50 -10:20

8:55 -

8:50 -

Period 2

Period 2

10:00 - 10:55

'Period 3

10:25-12:10

'Period 4

10:25 - 12:10

9:50 - 10:20

9:40 - 10:25

Period 3

*Period 7

Period 3

Period 4

11 :00 - 11 :55

Passing

12:10-12:20

Passing

12:10 - 12:20

10:25-11:15

10:30 - 11 :15

Period 3

Period 4

Passing

11:55- 12:05

Lunch

12:20 - 12:50

Lunch

12:20 - 12:50

11 :20- 12:10

11:15-11:25

Period 4

Passing

Lunch

12:05 -12:35

Passing

12:50 - 12:55

Passing

12:50 - 12:55

12:10-12:15

11:25 -11 :55

Passing

Lunch

Passing

12:35 - 12:40

Period 5

12:55 -

Period 6

12:55 -

12:15 - 12:45

11:55-12:00

Lunch

Passing

Period 5

12:40 -

1:35

12:45 - 12:50

12:00 - 12:45

Passing

Period 5

12:50 -

Period 6

1 :40 -

2:35

Period 5

12:50 -

1:40

Period 6

Period 6

1 :45 -

2:35

1:35 '

'Early release every
Monday

8/5/05

2:35

*Morning YV· Tech will arrive at 10:40.
'

'Afternoon YV-Tech dismissed at 11:50.

2:35

8:50
9:45

'Friday Cadet Time All Grades
• Class/Club Meetings
• Career Pathway Speakers
• Portfolio Development
• Tutoring/Makeup Work

is'.

.gJ
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GAS •
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K

g
t'l

f-'·

u,
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©
©
©
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~
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~
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I
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mo,
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LITTLE
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I

~

uJ

~

<OS

31s
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i
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209
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-
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I
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LEA LAS SIGUJENTES INSTR UCCI ONES PARA ASEGLIR.AR
QUE SU SOUCITCD SEA PR.OCESADA RAPIDAI\IENTE

READ THE FOLLOWING lNSTRUCTIONS. THIS WILL
lNSllRE QUICK rROCESSING OF \'OUR APPLICATION
100,,1001

Chlldnn Lhln~ In Y••r tlo•nhold
Lul!h<n•m«or,11,,.,,dn"h"'"' '")"'"
hom,. ,odvJmr •(os,« ehtldlt1> 10d
,h,ld.,n<h>IU<""''"""""I. n«~dn
...,,fo,lho""'""'fo""'h•ldtto -

Euglcsh

NI Ao, <jU< "'""" u ,u ho,><
E«rib1clMmb«d,1odo1lo1n,to,,",1

'00F OF ELIGIBILITY Tho lnlormalion you p,ovidB may

verlfoed at any ome You may be asked lo send addot;onal
ormat•on 1D p,ove you, child I• ulog,blo lo reco,vo free or
!uced•price meals
IR HEARUIG

do nol ag,u wilh the dec••ion on you, child"• appl,ca1,on
1he ptocon u,ed lo provu lncomu e/,g;b,hly, you may lal~
h Scoll lwlsu. Ill• heanng orfic,al You have the nghl to a
r h•anng, which may bo arran9ud by calling lho school
lrlcl al 573,70~0
011

!lot"'""'mc.

u may apply !or bener,1s any L•m• during Lt,e school yea,. I!
a should ha,o a decrease In household income, an increase
housohold >lln, or bocomo unomployed, or toceive Buie
od. FOPlR or TANF. you may be elig1blo for benom, and
1y nu oul an apphca11on sl lhal Loma
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0
D
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v«in<d Chtnl 10"1 I« nol ;,U """'b<n
A Cli,n1 IU ••mb«" u1<d b)" DSl!S io
,d,nhfy )O" tl,,;, compu«r •i·n<rf>

PRUE BA OE ELEGIBILIOAO La mlormacuin Que usled de
puella nr ,u1nda en cualquoor momonlc So lo puede pooor
quo pruenle ln!o,mac,cn para comprctiar que •u h•lo u
e!eg1ble para recib~ ~!imenlo~ ucolaru grails 6 • prec10
redu'°do

,n
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Of'ltJ,.rrl.lCATION rEll rA~IIL\'
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full• LI Sf ALL CUILDR£N

T,,~,,
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~

w,.i.,
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""'
Wu\

L,11 th< >Un!>n« unil ""mb<• '" th<
opprop.,«<olunVI lo,uchcl,1ld "ho
t<«i•np,,bl,c "'"'"'" lo, BH,c Food,
Cuh !,.""""« tTANFJ o, food
Ouoibulion r,op1<•"" Ind•>• R'""''"""

AUOIEHCIAJUSTA

S1 "" uU de acuerdo con la dec1J16n de la ,ohcO!ud de la
escue!a o de los ,e,ul!allos de ta vo11fic1clon. puede
comunlca,u con Scoll lzul,u, Or.cial de Aud,encias Uoiod
11ene el d••echo a una aud<enc,a que pu•d• u, 1ollc1lada
llamando al <I.Unlo ncclat al 573•7D~O

lfOPIRI
NIJmtro d, "LU<nth
r,uon" q"' ,mb,n -~hrncn,01 811,co1 o

SOLICITAR OE UUE',IO

U,ted puede 1olic11ar dn nuovo en cua!quie, momonlo
duranlo ft! a~o esco!a, Si su soluaciOn cam bl a por e1emplo,
so hay roducr:JCln de 1ng1uo• en ,u hoqa•o aumon!a ol numo<o
da pnnona• on 111ho9ar, p,e,de su trabaj<>D n efog,blo para
al,menlo• b<lslcos. TAUF o FOPlR µa,a ,us hlJOJ, enloncu
doba completa, una sohc1lud en en memento

TANF,q,«h ""''"'" 11,nm • b oli""'
lo011 d,1 ,vclfm r prqunu, r,or ti numcro
d< vo,dod do'"'"""' p.,., ••• 1l,tn<nlo1
blmo, o T11NF Cod, num«o de
"''"""' 1<rl .,,,r,c,do Elnvn,.,o d,I
d«n"non<I n•ruuod,rnmnm El
""'""" dd cl"""« <I numcro de

JtlOISCR!MI//AHON
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Th""'"°" Ml•ST HE CO~lnlT!O
ino,dctfor1oor,rrl•"''""'""'

US Oop~<lmenl ol Agdcullure (USDA) p,ohlt.11•
:cnm,na1,on In all •Is programs and acuv,lles on lhe basis o!
:e, color, nat,onal orlg,n. •••.ago.or <11.ab,hly. To filo ~
rnplalnl ol d1scrorn1na!1on. wnle USDA. 01toc10,, Olf,ce of
vii Rights, Room 326,W, Whll!en llu1lding, 1400
Jepen<lenc<! A•enue SW. Washinglon, DC 20250·!1~10 or
11 (202) 720,5964 (•oH:o and TOO). ·usOA ,. •n equal
pa,1umty prov1dor and amployo,'
rnuls me•L fodoral lcO<I guidelLno• Sludonls who a,e ldetl·
~d •• d1nbled by their doclor may need d•lferenl foodsuo ,ub51ilul• roods will be mad• ava•lablo al no ••l•u
a,ge fl your cMd needs Ihos au,.lance. plun conlacl us
r au,slance on fllhng oul lhe uppl,cahon call our Ve,.r.can O!ficer, Rachel Garn al 573·705]

id,.,,.r,.,,,.;11 qu, I, or.<ono <kl wclf,,. ""
r11• ,d,nufou<lo en""""'" ,nfom,lllco
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El Oepar1amenla da Agucullura !lo los Eslados Unldos
\USDA) p,oh1be la d1Jcnm,nac1Cln on rndo• lo• p,ogramu y
acllvidadu buaindOU en ,au, colo,. nac;cnali<bd.
9o!na,o. edad o d1scapac1dad Pua hacer una domanda
de d1scrommac10n, esct1ba a USDA, O,rcctOl, Office or Cl-,J
R,gh!S, Room 326-W. WM!nn Buo!d•ng, 1400 tndepondoncc
AHnuo SW. Wash1ng1on. DC 20250·!1• 10 o Ila mo a (202)
720-596~ (•oz y TOO) USOA o!Jece las mismas
opollunldadu de empleo para tndas Ju persona,

E1<t1bo cl""'"''" d< rnlltndo <n 11
colu""'o,prop.,d,poruJ,,11od""" qu<
,cc,b< ""'""" r•~"" pm'""""'"'
hluco,, ')"d' d, doncro '" c/«ll•·o
(TANfJ o" l"n, dd p,o;,;100, d,
o!,m,noo, d, lnrc,ct•U ondl1'""

lfDPIRJ

Todos los a~menlos cumplen con al reg\amenlc lode,al do
allmon!o, Los e,ludlanlu mdonlif1cados como
d<1capaclladofi po, '" lloclor po11bl1mon10 nocultan
d,forenlu alomenl<>s !01 cuales u !u p,opar••4n 11n coiio
ad1cional SI su eslull1anta nQulro do ula ayuda,
comunlquue con nosouos

IM•N·-··-··-....,-...

... , ....,........

•fo,«r Ch,ld•Anyon, thu hu been •PP"in«d b) lht coun, to be in Y"U' <Ht «mpotorHy
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2005 • 06 Meal Price
RADE LEVEL

REGULAR
1 REDUCED-PRICE
Breakla$1
a,ea~!;st
Lunch

Lunch
Elementary
l.\,ddle School
H,Qh School

S1 10
SI 70
$200 I SUS
q 35
S2 00

.0¢
.0¢

"'

_..

,..,,,,_
_,.., ............
.,.,,.,,,

'"
"'

~

2005 • 06 Preclo de Alimenlos
; GRAOOS

,,

Mail your application to:
Envh~ su solicitud a:
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11 Preparalona
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PRECIO REOUClOO
REGULAR
A!rnuono Oesayunc Almueno Ouayuno
Sl 10
SI 70
SI JS
S2 00
JO'

o,n,r"'"'' ,.,11mo, ''"'""'"""•••••«OGOl1g,1,, '''"'"'"111'1 "''""""~olnco,,,<'>
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Application for Free or Reduced-Price Meals

ApplkJiion • - - - - - -

ONE APPLICATION PER FAMILY
(
- - - - - - - - - - - - P a r t 1- LIST ALL C H I L D R E N - - - - - - - - - - - Names of All Children Living in Your Household

Date of
Birth

Name of

IGrade

School
Attending

I
I

I

I

Check iflCMld's Monthly
Foster

Assistance Unit #

Income

Assistance Unit# FDPIR
TANF

Basic Food

Child ! SSJ Benefits, etc.

I

D
D
D
D I
D I
D
D I

See instruc1ions for assbtance
on these twc columns.

I

Part 2- INCOME
Write the amount of income (MONEY BEFORE DEDUCTIONS) each person receives in the appropriate column on the same line as
his/her name. Monthly income conversion: Twice a month$ x 2, every two weeks$ x 2.15, weekly$ x 4.33

Gross Income (before taxes)
I am paid this amount:

Names of All Adults Living in Your Household
Once a
Month

Adult's Name

Twice a
Month

Every Two
Weeks

Other Monthly Income

Once a
Week

Pension, Retlrement,Child Support,
Welrare, Unemployment or
SSI Benefits

(
Income shoul I be placed in 011 · column only, t nles~ the
indi idual has more t 1an one income

Part 3- SIGNATURE
J certify that all of the above information is true and correct and that all income is reported. I understand that this information is being given for the
receipt of federal funds; that school officials may verify the infonnation on the application; and that deliberate misrepresentation of the infonnation
may subject me to prosecution under applicable state and federal laws.

Signature of Adult Household Member

Home Telephone Number

Work Telephone Number

Mailing Address

Printed Name of Adult Household Member

Social Security Number

Date

DI do not have a social security numher.
City and Zip Code

Do you need free or low~cost health insurance for your child?
You may pick up a Healthly Kids insurance application at your school office or call 1-877-KIDSNOW (543-7669) for more infonnation.

_,

/-

~

5'.
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SCHEDULE REQUEST FOR THE 20

~
-,,

~

- 20

YEAR

Ml _ __
NAME: L;:.as:..:t==========.--- First - - - - - - - - -

J

NAME LABEL REQUIRED

n

g

Grade: 9

MIDDLE SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

J

~

ti

r:

~

** Classes will be assigned periods and trimesters at random by the computer.
* Students in High Point (2 periods) will delay WA Government and WA State History.

fl

")

5
)

~

SKILL LEVEL
ESL 1 2 3
HONORS
ESL 1 2
HONORS
BILINGUAL

SPED
TRANSITION
H-POINT ABC
SPED
HPOINT ABC
SPED

COURSE NAME

COURSE NAME

COURSE NAME

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH
WA GOVERNMENT

WA STATE HISTORY

E=

(HIGH POINT)

(HIGH POINT)

(HIGH POINT)
MATH

MATH

MATH

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

PE=

PE=

DIGI TOOLS

E=

E=

E=

A=

A=

A=

HONORS
BILINGUAL
SPED
HONORS

PARENTS: If you have any questions about your child's schedule, please contact their current counselor.
Middle School Counselors may require a parent signature.
Blue- High School

White- Middle School

White- Parent

~·

,--..,,

/""",.

1,:
.§

rt

~

[
l:'j

>-'·

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS · • · ········TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED: 22

tn

Each Trimester Class

~

= .34 credits

~
~

English 9

DD D

WA History (9)

D

Health (09)

>-'·

::r:

English 10

DD D

WA Government (9)

D

PE (9-12)

Ul

Jr. English

D D D

World History (10)

D

ts

Sr. English

D DD

AP US Government (10)
(optional; mark as elective)

'§.

D

D

D

Mathematics (9/10)

()

0

f--'

English Electives
(optional; mark as electives)

D

US History (11)

PATHWAY SUPPORT CLASSES:

D
D

D

}

D
D

D
D

D
D

2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3rd/4th Year Mathematics
(optional; mark as electives)

D
Occupational Classes (9-12)

Lab Science (9)

DD D

2nd Year Science (10)

D D D

US Government (11)

Additional Science Classes
(optional; mark as electives)

CWP/Pac Rim (12)

0

Economics (12)

D

Electives (9-12)

D D D D D D
DDDDDD
DDDDDD
DDDDDD

·cm:et o(i,xceeded siate standard)

EJ

Reaqing ·

D.

0 Cadet.Connecti~ns(IO-p}D [I

·..... ··• <.Lisfo,iing 0

5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ODD

WASL:

Freshman Focus (9)

D DD

Fine Art

FRESHMAN F-OCUS and (;AD;ETCQNNECT!ONS{.

3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D
D

CWP (12)

___________

D

Math.

SENIOR PROJECT:

D

Writing

Cl

HIGH SCHOOL
FRESHMAN 2006-2007
MIDDLE SCHOOL:

!5TUDENT NAME:

REQUIRED COURSES
ENGLISH
English
Honors English
High Point C (2 pds)**
High Point Transition (1 pd)

MATHEMATICS
Pre-Algebra
Bil Pre-Algebra
Mod/Integrated Algebra 1
Bil Mod/Integrated Alg. 1
Honors Geometry
Bilingual Geometry

E.S.L. PROGRAM
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Level 1 High Pnt A (2 pds )** Science
Level 2 High Pnt B (2 pds)** Honors Science
Level 3 High Pnt C (1 pd)
Bilingual Science

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
High Point A (2 pds )**
General P.E.
High Point B (2 pds )**
Aerobics
Badminton/Pickleball
High Point C (2 pds )**
Basketball
High Point Transition
Football
Math Level 1
Soccer
Math Level 2
Softball/Basketball
SoftballNolleyball
Math Level 3
Volleyball
Volleyball/Basketball
WA State History
WA Government
Yoga/Pilates
Weight Training
Physical Science

SOCIAL STUDIES
WA History &Government/ WA History & Government/ Digi Tools
Bilingual WA History & Government/ WA History & Government/ Digi Tools
( lonors WA History & Government/ Digi Tools/ Honors WA History & Government

SC English
SC Math
Independent Living
Work Adjustment
Enclave

** Students in High Point (2Periods) will delay WA History & Government.
PATHWAY SELECTIONS
FULL YEAR COURSES
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
American Sign 1
French 1
French 2
ART & COMMUNICATION German 1
German 2
General Art
Beginning Drawing
Spanish 1
Spanish 2
Beginning Painting
Native Spanish 1
Jewelry
MUSIC
Debate
Prep Choir
Drama
Prep Band
Mariachi Band
Orchestra

1. Select (3) three electives.
2. Select (3) three alternates.
3. Do not list any Foreign Language class as an alternate.
ENGINEERING/ TECHNOLOGY
Vocational Drafting 1
Tech Illustration (30 Model)
Metal Technology
Small Engines
Technology Systems
Welding Technology
Wood Technology A
Wood Technology B

'~EALTH/HUMAN SERVICES
,ome Economics 9/10
Renaissance (Leadership)

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT
Information Processing
Computer Applications A

2-Feb

Adapted from Eisenhower High School

Traditional Calendar
(

Yakima Public Schools
Yakima Schoo! District No. 7

~--------~2006-2007 Instructional Calendar~---------~
AUGUST 2006

August

S MT WT F S
1 2

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

8
15
22
29

9
16
23
30

SEPTEMBER

3 4

5

10 11 12
17 18 19
24 25 26
31
2006

S M T WT F S
3 :::£ 5

6

1 2
7 .8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24~26 27 28 29 30
OCTOBER

2006

S MT WT F S
1234567
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31
NOVEMBER

(

29 District Directed Day
30 Classes Begin ( 1 :QQ pm Dismissal for Elem)

September
2

4 Labor Day-No School
25 Learning Improvement Day - No School

October
23-27 Noon Release for Gilbert, McClure, ML King,
Roosevelt and Whitney
30 Early Dismissal: 11: 15 a.m. for MS/HS Students
12 Noon for Elem. Students; Full Day for
Class/Cert Employees. (Lunch will be served)
November
19 7-9 11:15 Release for Middle Schools
10 Observation of Veteran's Day-No School
22 Early Dismissal-11:15 a.m. for MS/HS students
{11:45 for YEA staff)l2 Noon for Elem. Students
(12:30 foe YENYAP/YPTA Staff, YEOP celeased
30 minutes after YEA) Lunch will be served.
23-24 Thanksgiving Holiday-No School

December
22

18- Jan. 1 Winter Break - No School

January
2 Classes Resume
15 Martin Luther King Jr Birthday-No School

2006

February

S M T WT F S
1::J] 3 4
5 6 7 8 9~ 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 B)"23;',Z4!125
26 27 28 29 30

19

7 Early Dismissal: 11:15 a.m. for MS/HS Students
12 Noon for Elem. Students; Full Day for
Class/Cert Employees. (Lunch wiU be served)
16 No School (If needed, Snow Make-up Day #1)
19 President's Day-No School
20 No School (If needed, Snow Make-up Day #2)

FEBRUARY 2007

S M T WT F S
1 2 3

4
11
18
25

5 6
12 13
i~;-20
26 27

7 8 9 10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
28

17

MARCH 2007

S MT WT F S
1 2

4 5 6
110]]13
18 19 20
25 26 27

7
14
21
28

3

8~10
15 16 17
22 23 24
29 30 31

21

APRIL 2007

S M T WT F S
1 .. 2 3. 4 5. Ji 7

8 9 10JJ]12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

16

MAY 2007

S M T WT F S
1 2 3 4

6 7 8
13 14 15
20 21 22
27 ..?~~ 29

9
16
23
30

5

10 11 12
17 18 19
24 25 26
31

22

March
DECEMBER

2006

12 Learning Improvement Day-No School
14-16 u:15 Release for Middle Schools
26-30 Noon Release for Gilbert, McClure, ML King,
Roosevelt and Whitney

S MT WT F S
1 2

3456789
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
11J1!J;~?It2 · 23
24, 5',, t.1£· ·
30
31

April

11

2-6 Spring Break-No School

May

JUNE 2007

S M T WT F S
1 2

3456789
10 11 12 13 J]) 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

28 Memorial Day-No School

June

JANUARY 2007

S M T WT F S

~23456
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14·~ 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24]:fil26 27
28 29 30 31

21

14 Last Day of Classes
Early Dismissal: 11:15 a,m. for MS/HS
Students/12 Noon for Elem. Students
Full Day for Class/Cert Employees
(Lunch will be served)
~Please check with each school to see when summer
school is being offered. Summer school is made available
through levy funds.

, Holidays/Breaks
0Nonstudent
Snow Make-up Days

Middle School Quarters
1st Quarter Ends November 02
2nd Quarter Ends January 25

(#1 Feb. 16 #2 Feb. 20)
=:Jouarter/Tri End Oates

3rd Quarter Ends April 11
4th Quarter Ends June 14

-

45 days
45 days
45 days
45 days

JULY 2007

S M T WT F S

123'!L567
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

High School Trimesters
1st Tri Ends Nov 22 58 days
2nd Tri Ends Mar 9 GO days
3rd Tri Ends

June 14 62 days

Adopted 3/21/06

Adapted from Eisenhower High School
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(

Date
Re: <STUDENT NAME>
Dear Parent/Guardian:
The school year is beginning soon. As you may already know, school attendance is required for
all students ages eight (8) through eighteen (18)
Last year, your student had an excessive number of absences and/or tardies. This coming
school year, we will monitor your student's attendance closely and will insist your student attend
school regularly and on time unless he or she is ill.
EXCUSED ABSENCES
Excused absences include the following: illness, emergencies with immediate family, preexcused medical or dental appointments, school activities, other parental pre-excused absences,
or students out of ciass for security, counseling or administrative activities.

(

Many parents are unaware that going "out of town" with their children during school is an
unexcused absence. Planning ahead can avoid unexcused absences.
It is our hope that during the summer you have planned and prganized so that school is a
number-one priority in your family. Make carpooling arrangements, plan trips for holidays and
vacations, and have a back-up person available to take your student to school if you are ill or
otherwise unable to do so, or if he/she does not take the bus or drive them self to school.
- - - - - - - - , - High School staff works very hard to ensure that your student receives the
best education possible. We cannot do that if your child is not in school - on time, every day,
when he or she is healthy. Please help us to provide your student with the outstanding
education he or she deserves.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

_________ , Principal

(

Adapted from Eisenhower High School

6-Jun-06

- - - - - - - - - HIGH SCHOOL NO TOLERANCE ATTENDANCE POLICY
ANNUAL AGREEMENT FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2006 - 2007

(

Refer to RCW 28A.600 and _ _ _ _ _ _ School District Policy 2420
Dear Parent(s)/Guardian(s) and Students:
As parents/guardians and students of
High School, it is vital that you understand the attendance policy and
consequences for the violation of this policy. Below is the policy for your review. Your signature is required on this form.
Please return the signed copy to school with your student and keep the extra copy for your records.

PHILOSOPHY -

High School faculty and administration believe there is a direct correlation between
regular attendance in school and success in student learning.

ATTENDANCE CATEGORIES AS DEFINED BY LAW
EXCUSED ABSENCES
Excused absences include the following: illness, emergencies with immediate family, pre-excused medical or dental
appointments, school activities, other parental pre-excused absences, or students out of class for security, counseling or
administrative activities.

UNEXCUSED ABSENCES
Absences that are not due to illness and are not pre-excused are considered unexcused. Students returning from an
absence have 48 hours to verify the absence with a note. Absences not cleared within 48 hours are considered unexcused.

PRE-ARRANGED ABSENCES
To pre-arrange an absence, students must have a signed note from their parents/guardians and present it to the attendance
0ffice prior to the absence. This facilitates arranging homework and should occur at least three (3) school days prior to the
Jsence. For a pre-arranged absence to be excused, it must be for a reason listed above.

TRUANCIES
These are absences from school or class without the knowledge and/or consent of parents/guardians and/or the school.
Discipline for truancies will include Thursday school, in-house suspension (TAG), and/or a recommendation to the district for
transfer to
Alternative School. The Washington State attendance law, known as the Becca Bill, requires all
schools to report excessive truancies to the Juvenile Justice Center for legal action.

'TARDINESS
Students have five (5) minutes to get from class to class. Arriving to class after the tardy bell is considered tardy. Arriving to
class more than ten (10) minutes late is considered an absence. Students with excessive tardies may be disciplined, which
may include: lunch detention, after school detention, Thursday school, and/or in-school suspension. THREE (3) unexcused
tardies is equivalent to one (1) unexcused absence.

ATTENDANCE POLICY

Step 1 -A letter will be sent home after the fourth (41") absence in any class, notifying the parent/guardian and asking that the
parent(s)lguardian(s) discuss the absences with their student.
This communication is designed to inform parents/guardians of their student's absences. In most cases, parents/guardians
are aware of absence dates and reasons. However, truancy (skipping class) and forged notes can be discovered as a result
of the letters and phone calls. The school will attempt to communicate with parents/guardians by telephone and/or mail when
unexcused or unresolved absences occur. It is vital that the school have your current telephone number and mailing address
for this purpose.

Step 2 - A letter will be sent home after the eighth (T") absence notifying the parent/guardian that their student has reached
(.

1e maximum allowed number of absences.
1

Step 3 - A Notice of Loss of Credit will be sent home after the ninth (9 ") absence in any class notifying the parent/guardian
that his/her student has lost credit in the class (course).
Adapted from Eisenhower High School

06/01/06

The
School District permits
High School to deny credit for students with nine (9) or
more absences in a trimester. A student with nine (9) or more absences in a class during the trimester must go
through an appeal process, which may result in the loss of credit for that class. NOTE: Absences for school/ sponsored activities/athletics, although counted as absences, are not to be included in counting attendance.
l

A student who reaches nine (9) absences in a class will automatically receive a grade of no credit (NC) for that class. The
student will continue in the class (unless the student becomes a discipline problem) and go through the appeal process. The
grade of NC will appear on the report card until the appeal process is complete. At the time the appeal process is completed
and a decision is made by the Student Attendance Review Board (SARB), the appropriate grade will be entered into the
student's permanent record.
Upon receiving the Notice of Loss of Credit letter, the student and his/her parents/guardians may begin the process to appeal
for credit. The Notice of Loss of Credit letter will function as the ONLY notice of credit denial for any class. No other written
notices of credit denial will be sent for nine (9) absences in other classes.
PROCEDURES FOR APPEALING FOR CREDIT
Step 4 - Pick up Request for Student Attendance Review Board (SARB) Hearing form at the Attendance office, fill it out
completely, and return it to the Attendance Office within fourteen (14) days of the date of the Notice of Loss of Credit letter.
NOTE: Although the Request for Student Attendance Review Board (SARB) Hearing form may be turned in before the end of
the trimester, any further absences beyond nine (9) during the remainder of the trimester will be factored in during the Student
Attendance Review Board (SARB) committee review of the appeal. Professional documentation may be necessary in some
cases, such as doctor's notes, court dates, and other appointment times. Before the Request for Student Attendance Review
Board (SARB) Hearing may be turned in, the student and parent/guardian must complete all portions of the Request for
Student Attendance Review Board (SARB) Hearing form and return the completed form to the Attendance Office within 14
days of the date of the Notice of Loss of Credit letter.
Step 5-Appear in front of the Student Attendance Review Board (SARB) to make your appeal. Parents/Guardians must
attend the Review Board hearing with his/her student. If parents/guardians do not attend, they automatically accept the
(
·eview Board's decision.

The Review Board consists of school personnel. The committee will meet on the third (3'd) Tuesday of every month and
determine whether or not each individual appeal will be upheld. {It is possible that individual students may be granted an
appeal in one ( 1) class and denied in another, depending on the nature of the absences in each class.)
The student may receive a recommendation from the Student Attendance Review Board (SARB) to the district for transfer to
- - , - - - ~ ~ _ Alternative School if he/she is not making academic progress or cannot attend school in a manner
consistent with the policies of
High School.
The committee will notify student and parent(s)!guardian(s) of their decision within fourteen (14) days of appeal.
SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE PROCEDURES

home asking
parent/guardian to
discuss attendance
with student.

Upon 7
absence,aletter
will be sent
home informing
parent/guardian
of maximum
allowable
absences.

Upon 9 absence,
Notice of Loss of Credit
letter will be sent home
informing student and
parent/guardian of lost
credit and giving
instructions on credit
appeal process.

Credit appeal
process begins by
student picking up,
filling out, and
submitting Request
for Student
Attendance Review
Board (SARB)
Hearing form within
14 days of date of
9-da letter.

Student and
parent/guardian
appeal in person to
the Student
Attendance
Review Board
(SARB).

, understand the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Attendance Policy and consequences for excessive absences.

Student
Adapted from Eisenhower High School

Date

Parent/Guardian

Date
06/01/06

Date:
Dear parent/guardian of ___________________
Your student has missed four (4) days from school. An attendance report has been
attached for your information.
According to state law and
attendance policy signed by you at the
beginning of the school year, a student will lose credit in any and all classes with nine (9)
or more absences. The notification and appeal process is listed below as a reminder.

(

Upon 4
absence, letter
will be sent
home asking
parent/guardian
to discuss
attendance with
student.

Upon 7
absence, a letter
will be sent
home informing
parent/guardian
of maximum
allowable
absences.

Upon 9 absence,
Notice of Loss of Credit
letter will be sent home
informing student and
parent/guardian of lost
credit and giving
instructions on credit
appeal process.

Credit appeal
process begins by
student picking up,
filling out, and
submitting Request
for Student
Attendance Review
Board (SARB)
Hearing form within
14 days of date of
9°da letter.

parent/guardian
appeal in
person to the
Student
Attendance
Review Board
(SARB).

Our goal is to educate your student. We cannot be successful if your student is not in
school.
Please contact the attendance office at ______ if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , Principal
c: Attendance Office Discipline File

Adapted from Eisenhower High School

4'" ABSENCE LETTER
6-Jun-06

Date:
Dear parent/guardian of ___________________
Your student has missed seven (7) days from school. An attendance report has been
attached for your information.
According to state law and
attendance policy signed by you at the
beginning of the school year, a student will lose credit in any and all classes with nine (9)
or more absences. YOUR STUDENT CAN ONLY MISS ONE MORE PERIOD AND/OR
DAY WITHOUT APPEALING FOR CREDIT (SEE STEP 4 BELOW). The appeal and
notification process is listed below as a reminder.

(

Upon 4
absence, letter
will be sent
home asking
parenVguardian
to discuss
attendance with
student.

Upon 7
absence, a letter
will be sent
home informing
parenVguardian
of maximum
allowable
absences.

Upon 9 absence,
Notice of Loss of Credit
letter will be sent home
informing student and
parenVguardian of lost
credit and giving
instructions on credit
appeal process.

Credit appeal
process begins by
student picking up,
filling out, and
submitting Request
for Student
Attendance Review
Board (SARB)
Hearing form within
14 days of date of
9-da letter.

Student and
parenVguardian
appeal in
person to the
Student
Attendance
Review Board
(SARB).

Our goal is to educate your student. We cannot be successful if your student is not in
school.

Please contact the attendance office at - - - - - - - if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

________ , Principal
c: Attendance Office Discipline File

Adapted from Eisenhower High School

7'" ABSENCE LETTER
6-Jun-06

(

Date:
Dear parent/guardian of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This third letter is to inform you that your son/daughter has been absent at least nine (9) times in one or more classes
this term and is considered a habitual truant.
-,----,--------,- High School's Attendance Policy denies credit for students with nine (9) or more absences in a
trimester. A student with nine (9) or more absences in a class during the trimester must go through an appeal
process to receive credit for that class. NOTE: Absences for school-sponsored activities/athletics, although
counted as absences, are not included in these absence totals.
A student who reaches nine (9) absences in a class will automatically receive a grade of No Credit (NC) for that class.
The student will continue in the class (unless the student becomes a discipline problem) and go through the appeal
process. The grade of NC will appear on the report card until the appeal process is complete. At the time the appeal
process is completed and a decision is made by the Student Attendance Review Board (SARB), the appropriate grade
will be entered into the student's permanent record.

(

This Notice of Loss of Credit letter will function as the ONLY notice of credit denial for any class. No other written
notices of credit denial will be sent for 9 absences in other classes.

PROCEDURES FOR APPEALING FOR CREDIT
Pick up Request for Student Attendance Review Board (SARB) Hearing form at the Attendance office, fill it out
completely, and return it to the Attendance Office within fourteen (14) days of the date of the Notice of Loss of Credit
letter.

NOTE: Any further absences beyond nine (9) during the remainder of the trimester will be factored in during the SARB
committee review of the appeal. Professional documentation may be necessary in some cases, such as doctor's
notes, court dates, and other appointment times.

Appear in front of the Student Attendance Review Board (SARB) to make your appeal. Parents must attend the
Review Board hearing. If parents do not attend, they automatically accept the Review Board's decision. It is possible
that individual students may be granted an appeal in one class and denied in another, depending on the nature of the
absences in each class.
The student may receive a recommendation from the Student Attendance Review Board to the district for transfer to
_ _ _ _ Alternative School if he/she is not making academic progress or cannot attend school in a manner
consistent with the policies of
High School.
The committee will notify student and parent(s)!guardian(s) of their decision within fourteen 14 days of appeal.
Sincerely,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, Principal

Adapted from Eisenhower High School

6-Jun-06

•

INTENT TO APPEAL
Completion of this form does not automatically grant credit in class

Steps:
1. Student obtains Intent to Appeal and printout of yearlong attendance from Attendance Office.
Student completes Student Section of form .
All teachers complete Class Section of form .
Parent completes Parent Section of form .
Student returns completed form to Attendance Office
6.
will contact you with the date of your SARB hearing .

2.
3.
4.
5.

STUDENT SECTION

TRIMESTER/YEAR-- -- - - - Student Name _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __

Student No. _ _ _ _ _

Phone (Home) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Date _ _ _ _ __ _

Explanation for Absences:

•

CLASS SECTION

This section must be filled out by the teacher BEFORE a parent section is completed. NO SUBSTITUTE
TEACHER MAY COMPLETE THIS FORM .
Period 1
Class

- -- -- - - - - - - - - -

Teacher Signature - - - - - - - - - -

Grade _ _ __
Can student still pass this class: Yes

No

Remarks:

Period 2

Class

- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Teacher Signature

- -- - - - - - - -

Grade _ _ __
Can student still pass this class : Yes

No

Rem arks:

Grade _ _ __
Can student still pass this class: Yes

Adapted from Eisenhower High School

No

6-Jun-06

•

Period 4
Class _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Grade _ _ __

Teacher Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Can student still pass this class: Yes

No

Remarks:

Period 5
Class - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -

Grade _ _ __

Teacher Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Can student still pass this class: Yes

No

Remarks:

Period 6
Class - - -- -- - - - -- - - - -

Grade _ _ __

Teacher Signature _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Can student still pass this class: Yes

No

Remarks

Period 7
Class _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Grade · ---

Teacher Signature

Can student still pass this class: Yes

- - - - -- - - - -

No

Remarks:

PARENT SECTION

Parent Comments:

Parent Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ Student Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adapted from Eisenhower High School

6-Jun-06

CHAPTER 5

•

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

summary
The purpose of this project was to design and develop
a transition guide for the parents of etghth grade
graduates of Yakima's middle schools. The intent of the
guide was to assist parents to help increase ninth grade
student academic and social success as well as encourage
more parental involvement. To accomplish this task, current
literature and research were studied. Subsequently, a guide

•

was designed, developed, and will be implemented during the
Fall of 2006 at Eisenhower High School in the Yakima School
District, Yakima, Washington.

Conclusions

Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
•

Adolescents and their parents transitioning to high
school are in need of a quality guide or handbook that
addresses the fears and concerns of parents and help
them to assist their child in the transition process.

•

A successful transitioning should involve the eighth
grade student, his/her parents, the staff of both the
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•

middle and high schools , as well as the administrators
of the various schools involved .

Recommendati on s

As a result of this project , the following
recommendations are offered:
1.

To address the fears and concerns of both students
and their parents , a qua l ity guide or handbook should
be developed to transition middle school students to
high school .

2.

•

The transitioning guide or handbook needs strong
support from administrators and staff of the schools
they are leaving and the one they a re entering.

3.

Other schools wishing to involve parents in the
transition from eighth grade to ninth grade may wi sh
to use this gui de/handbook or conduct further
research designed to meet the i r un i que needs .

4.

An important recommendation of the author is to track

students who enter Eisenhower High School and
determine if the students who's parents received the
guide/handbook and had parent participation are
successful compared to students whose parents were
not involved in the transition process.
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